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Murray , Ky ., Thursday Afternoon, May 5, 077
--terra 'y Ledger
ln our 98th bear
PUBLIC HEARING ON CLARKS RIVER—A standing room only crowd turned out last night for a public hearing conducted
by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers on a proposed study of flood problems in the Clarks River basin. The hearing was
held at the Marshall County Courthouse in Benton. In the front row are Wilson Woolley, field representative for U. S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard and Ted Bradshaw (next to Woolley) field representative for U. S. Sen. Wendell Ford.
Staff Photo Ita Gene hicCulcheon
Public Opinion Leans To
Cleanup Of Clarks River
Public sentiment expressed at a
hearing last -night --leaned heavily in
favor of a cleanup of the Clarks River
and its tributaries that will be studied
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Of 42 persons who registered to speak
at the hearing conducted by the Corps
at the Marshall County Courthouse in
Benton, 40 favored the cleanup and only
two expressed opposition.
Approximately 250 persons attended
the public hearing.
Col. Henry Hatch of the Nashville
District of the Corps, told those present




Willard Ails, pharmacist at Murray-
Calloway County Hospital and Con-
valescent Division, is one of only 14
hospital pharmacists in the United
States chosen to attend a series of Unit
Dose Seminars May 6 and 7. -
Sponsored by the Pharmaceutical
Products Division of Abbott
Laboratories, the seminars are being
held at the University of Alabama in
Birmingham. The seminars present an
overview of unit dose systems and their
impact and import op hospital phar-
macy today.
Faculty of both the Departments of
Pharmacy and Nursing of the
University of Alabama Hospitals are
conducting the individual workshops.
The limited group of 14 hospital
(—pharmacists provides an informal
environment which promotes open
discussion and cross-communication
between participants and faculty.
Ails, R.Ph., has been on the staff at
MCCH for the past 12 years. He at-
'tended Paducah Junior College and
received his degree in phafinacy from
the University of Kentucky.
inside today
plans to determine the "feasibility and
desirability of providingmemiuresfor-
reduction of flood damages and for
allied purposes on Clarks River and
tributaries."
Col. Hatch told the group that the
latest Corps survey report of the Clarks
River basin, whith was completed in
1971,, indicated average annual flood
—damage of $734;000 at that time. _
He said that report showed that a/
clearing and snagging project was
economically feasible at the time but
that due to the lack of local support, the
Corps recommended against it.
In-order for 'a proposed project to be
recommended, Col. Hatch said, some
local government entity must (1)
provide all right-of-way for the project,
(2) take responsibility for the project
(hold the federal government harmless
for any damages) and (3) guarantee
the continued operation and main-
tenance of the project during its
projected lifetime.
Col. Hatch reported that the 1971
proposal to clear and snag the Clark's
River would have cost the federal
government approximately $553,000.
The estimated local government cost at
thaTtime was $160,0410 for rights-of-way
and approximately 823,200 per year for
50 years for maintenance of the project.
"A plan has not been selected (at this
time)," Col. Hatch told the group. "We
must know the present as well as futere
water problems," he added.
"The Corps of Engineers will
establish the planning objectives with
information gained at the hearing,"
Col. Hatch said. "Planning efforts (on
projects such , as this) average five
years to complete," he added, but said
that the work done on the earlier
proposals for the Clarks River basin
should help to cut that time span.
Most of those who favored the project
expressed the opinion that much
valuable farmland could be reclaimed--
if the river and its tributaries are
cleaned out to help prevent flooding.
Col. Hatch did say, when questioned
One Section 18 Pages
The Division of Reading, Department of Special
Education at Murray State University is concerned with
all aspects of reading instruction. See the feature story on
this program on Page 12.
The General Motors Co. offer to give customers a new
car or a long term warranty .on their Oldsmobile with a
Chevrolet engine has been rejected by the Kentucky at-
torney general's office. See that story on Page 14.
chance of rain
Variable cloudiness, warm and
humid with a chance of rain
tonight.rd Friday. Lows tonight
in the mid to upper 60s. Highs
Friday in the mid -80s. Winds
southerly to 15 miles an hour
tonight. Rain chances 30 per cent
tonight and 40 per cent Friday.
today's index
Local Scene . 2, 3, 4
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by Mike Miller, an opponent of the
.projecct-_WitriatIV-moper -sotr-azin-
servation practices, siltation along the
river, would most likely increase and
the project could prove to be self-
defeating.
"We're going to look at both the
(current) damage and the cost of the
proposed project," Col. Hatch said.
"The proposed project will have to
stand up against a cost-benefit ratio
(before the Corps will reCommend it),
he added.
Arson Not Believed
By May Grand Jury
A Calloway Circuit Court Grand Jury
has determined that facts presented in
connection with a fire October 18, 1976
at the Houston-McDevitt Clinic do not
warrant the conclusion that arson was
the cause of the fire.
The grand jury report, returned this'
morning to -Circuit Judge James
Lassiter; said in part that "We were
aware that a Kentucky State Police
arson investigator had previously
declared the fire to be a result of arson.
The facts -that were presented to us...do
not warranf that conclusion. We find
that the initial investigation was not a
thorough. one and the conclusion of the
first arson investigators do not appear
to be based on sufficient evidence to
find that the fire was caused by arson.
•'Specifically," the report continues,
"the witnesses told us that the fire was
first discovered at approximately 8:51
and the fire department was im-
mediately called. There were ap-
proximately 60 persons who had been in
the clinic since 8:00 on that morning,
including patients, nurses, and doctors.
All of the witnesses that we interviewed
indicated that the fire definitely started
_in the furnace room on the third floor in
the north end of the building. There was
no evidence whatsoever that . any
separate fires were intentionally.
started in other parts of the building. It
was the conclusion of the expert in-
vestigators that the fire started with the
furnace on the third floor as mentioned.
The furnace had been in use-since 1960, _ ,
and a number Of problems had been'
encounter& with it in the past few
years.
"Accordingly," the report concludes,
"we, -render no indictments in this
matter and we do feel that thorough
investigation has been conducted by
those-Who have that responsibility."
The grand jury also returned it in-
dictments today to Circuit Judge James
Lassiter. 6
Hardin Day Festivities
Set To Begin On Friday
The second annual Hardin 1
Festivities, sponsored by the Hardin-
South Marshall Optimist Club, will open
Friday, May 6, with a Fiddlers Contest
and beauty contest at 6:30 p. m. at the
Hardin Cotimiunity Center.
Cash prizes will go to the best band.
two piece band, male vocalist, fenia le
vocalist, banjo player, guitar player.
fiddler, mandolin players, drummer
and duet.
During a break in the fiddlers contest
judges will select two queens to reign
over Hardin Day, one between six and
12 and another between 13 and 19.
Events scheduled for Saturday, May
7, will include a country ham breakfast
to be served from 5:30 to 9:30 a. rt, at
Aatagastataara40440,Waltar,,,r
the Hardin Community Center; Hardin
Day parade to start at the four way
intersection and proceed east on U. S.
80 to Main, up Main to Black's Grocery,
then right on College Street to U. S.641;
Pony Pull at park and championship
softball games at baseball diamond in
park, an at noon; horse show at one p.
m -;--.quartet singing in community
building featuring Smith Brothers and
Kings Sons at seven p. m.
Thr,oughout the day the flea market
and arts and crafts displays will be in
the community building. ,
John Hicks, spokesman for the
Optimistcluji, said Barney Barnett will
be the Parade grand marshall.
According to court records, seven of
the indictments were released, in-
cluding:
Aaron Dobbs, Jr., theft by unlawful
taking;
Leonard Carter, Jr., rape in the first
-degree;
Lee Beach and Donnie Hart, theft by
unlawful taking; '
Andrew Armstrong, two counts of
theft by deception;
Clay Yocum, burglary in the third
degree;
Bernis Bridges, two counts of forgery
in the second degree;
Gene Brandon, burglary in the third
degree.
In another matter, the grand jury
heard extensive testimony and
evidence concerning the death of Janet
McBride on June 12, 1976. The report
says in part "Although we were unable
to come to any conclusion, we
recommend that the Kentucky State
Police and the local law enforcemtint
officials continue their investigation of
-the matter and that they attempt to
'answer some of the questions which we
have forwarded to them."
Vote Now Believed
Legal By Attorney
A 8-3 vote approving a rezoning
amendment on the first reading at a
recent meeting of the Murray City
. Council was a proper vote in favor of
enacting the amendment according to
information released by officials at city
hall. •
City attorney Wells Overbey had
originally, said that the vote was not
-adequate for passage of the measure
because it was his opinion that such
action required a majority of the 12
members) of the entire council. -
Overbey has, after researching the
—state - statutes- y iiatieus;
reversed his ojnnion and indicated the
change of position in a letter to Murray
Mayor John E. Scott.
The property in question is owned by
Loretta and Sid Jobs and is located on
Sycamore Street. The planning com-
mission had recommended that the
property be rezoned from residential to
professional office classification. •
The original vote on the measure was
recorded at the council meeting on
April 19. Since the city attorney's
opinion at -that time- indicated that the
measure failed to pass due to the lack of
a majority vote, the zoning amendment
was not scheduled for a second reading
( required for final approval) at the next
meeting on April 28.
However, at the April 28 meeting,
councilman Melvin Henley requested .
that the ordinance be read for the
council': consideration on the second
reading. After discussion -among the
council members, Henley withdrew his
request in favor of asking for an opinion
from the state attorney general con-
cerning the original vote.
Overbey's letter to Mayor Scott,
however, apparently made it un-
necessary for the city to request an
opinion of attorney general.
- The city attorney's letter, copies of
which were sent to city clerk Jo Crass
and councilman Henley, read as
'follows:
"My heretofore expressed opinion
that the ordinance concerning the Jobs
property did not pass was based upon
my memory as to the wording of both
the statutes and.our ordinance. My
memory was to the effect that it
required a majority of the entire
council to amend our zoning ordinance.
See VOTE,




Members of the Calloway County
Democratic Executive Committee and
county precinct officers met at the
Calloway County Courthouse Monday
evening to finalize plans for the Stump
Speaking Day to be held- at the Lrour---
thouse on Saturday, May 14.
The group decided that refreshments
available in the event would include ice
cream, cake, pie, Cokes, lemonade, and
homemade ice creams Suzanne
Schroeder, chairman of the Food - --
Committee, announced. that volunteers
would be needed on the day of the event '
to act as food servers.
It was also determined that, in case of
rain, the event would be moved from
the courthouse to the Livestock and
Exposition Center on College Farm
Road.
Z. Enix, chairmaR_of the Calloway
County Democratic party announced
that candidates for city and county
offices who wish to speak at the event
must be present at the time when the
drawing is conducted ( on the day of the
event) to determine the speaking order
of the various contestants.
Refreshnients will be - served
beginning at 2:30 p. m. on the day of the
event, while speeches will start at 3;30..
Persons who would be interested in
donating cakes, pies, cookies, or
homemade-ice cream or who would like
to be servers should contact Suzanne
Schroeder at 753-9572.
'Historic District' Nominated For Register
By DR. L. J;HORTIN
"Murray State University Histor.,
District" has been nominated by the
Kentucky" Heritage Commission fi,r
listing on the National Register of
Historic Places, under the auspice, f
the National Park Service -of ;hi!
Department of the Interior.
The nomination will be considere
the members of the Kentuckji* His' • f+,
Preservation Review Board at -
meeting Tuesday, May 10, 1977, 1 is, r,
m. With the approval of the Re'.
Board and the signature of the
Preservation Officer for Kentucit the
nomination will be forwarded to
Washington for possible approval at the
Federal -level and fisting on We
National Register.
Wrather Hall (the Old Normal S(1-
Building) has already been listed or. the
National Register. Tentatively- inch: id
in the proposed "Historic District
Murray State are these -
Wrather Hall, Oakhurst (forr,-
known as Edgewoodi, Wilson fl -
Wells Hall, and the Library.
Library is not 50 years of age, IN,' ,f-
ficials of the _Kentucky Herlt.ie
Commission at Frankfort re(1 ,rn-
mended that it be included in the
District for two reasons: 1. It ii-- r-
ehitecturally beautiful and historic 1
2. It "squares Out" the district f -:1
Wells Hall east to 15th Street.
The National Historic Preser.
Act of 1965 "stipulates that prior
expenditure of any Federal funds a
Federal or Federally-assisted project, .
full account must be taken of the effect -
of that project on any district, site,
building, structure, or object that is
recorded on the National Register."
Mrs. Eldred W. Melton, State
Historic Preservation Officer, has
explained further: "At any such time
that a Federal or Federally-assisted
project conflicts with a -property
recorded on the National Register, the
Advisory Council on Historic Preser-
vation.. . shall be given an opportunity
to review and comment with regard tc
such project." -
National Register designation, if
approved, will make the .,pfoperty
eligible for consideration for Federal
matching grants-in-aid through the
Kentucky Heritage Commission..
In a recent letter to president Con- -
stantine W. Curtis, Mrs. Melton wrote:
"The Kentucky Heritage Commission
certainly appreciates your support of
the nomination of the Murray State
University Historic District, in
Calloway County,* to the National
Register of Historic places. Your letter
will be presented to the Chairman of the
Kentucky Historic Preservation
Review Board at the Board's May 10.
1977, meeting and will be forwarded to
Washington with the form if approved
at the state level."
Wrather Hall, the Old Normal School
Building, was built in 1924 with the
$117,000 gift from Calloway County for
the building and 'campus surrounding
it. On June IL 1975. this histoec
Heritage Home of Murray State was
entered' on the National Register.
Today this "Charter Home" is in the.
planning process of becoming the
Jackson Purchase Museum:
Oakhurst was known as Edgewood
when it was the property and home Of
Dr. and Mrs. Rainey 1. Wells. It was
constructed in 1917. Here Dr. Wells.
founder and later president of the
college, talked over plans and made
decisions. that brought Murray -State
Normal School into being In 1922-23, In a -
real sense, it is the "Birthplace of
Murray State."
Wilson Hall was named for the late
James F. Wilson of Mayfield, Ky.,
member of the first Board of Regents of
Murray-State. Ground was broken for
this "New Administration Building," as
it was called, July 24, 1924. It was
!ompleted and "accepted" May 15.
1925. his historic classroom building
was the first on the campus to be
constructed with state-appropriated
funds. It has also been titled
"Classroom Building." -Liberal Arts
Building," and t for a time) "Library
Building."
The Rainey T. Wells Hall, completed
and occupied at the beginning of the fall
semester of 1925, was the first
residence hall for students at Murray
State. On April 10, 1925, it was officially
named the Rainey T. Wells Hall in
honor of the founder and second
president of Murray State.
Members of the Board of Regents
who authorized the construction of
Wilson and Wells Halls were: McHenry
Rhoads, chairman; T. H. Stokes, vice,
chairman; Mrs. Laurine Wells 1 Awett,
secretary; James F. -Wilson; and G.
Prentice Thomas._ One of the great days
in the early history of Murray State was
November 6, 1925, when the Rainey T..
Wells Hall was dedicated with a special
program. Speakers for the occasion
were Governor William J. Fields,
-judge Edward C. O'Rear. chairMan of-
the Normal School- Comoussion, and
the Hon Rainey T. Wells
The University Library Building is
one of the most beautiful buildings on.
the campus, especially in the opinions
of the 20,000 alumni who have read.
studied and visited_ within, its historic -
walls.
(7onstructed of dark red brick with
white stone trim, the Library has
massive doers of brass and brbeze, with
the Historic three-starred Shield of the.
House of Murray in the center im-
mediately above the doors. Above the
twin entrances are these inscriptions:
"The Hope of Democracy Depends On
The Diffusion of Knowledge" and "The
Whole World Here Unlocks The
Experience of The Past."
Constructed in 1930. the Library was
authorized by the following members of
the Board of Regents: W. C. Bell,
Chairman; S. J. Snook, vice president;
Mrs. William H. Mason, secretary:- G.
P-' OrdWay : and Claude T. Winslow
Dr. Rainey T. Wells was president Of
Murray State at that tinie
-
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Thursday, May 5
• Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at the lodge
hall at eight p.
Calloway County, Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at seven p.
Diabetes Club will meet at
First Presbytdian Church,
Main and Gth Streets, at'sven
p.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
:even p. in. at Ellis Center.,
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at six p.
in at the Hardin Center.
Faculty recital by Tom
Vanarsdel, percussion, will
begin at 8:15 _p. in. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
The, -.Military Science
Department of MSU will hold
its annual President's Awards
Day. Local and national civic
and military organizations
will present awards to ap-
proximately 30 outstanding
cadets at the ceremony in the
University Center Auditorium
at 3:30 p. .m. The public is
invited to attend.
North Elementary Parent-
Teacher Club will have its
annual potluck supper in
appreciation of teachers and
staff at the school cafeteria at
seven p.m.
Friday, May 6
Golden Age Club will have
an Hawaiian party and
potluck luncheon at :twelve
noon at the social hall of the
First United Methodist
Church: Persons are asked_te
wear mumus and flowered
shirts.
May Fellowship Day,
sponsored by Church Women
United, will open at 10:30 a. m.
at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Potluck luncheon will follow.
East Elementary School
will have its sports banquet at
7:30 p. in. at the school.
Tickets are three dollars_ per
person.
Kentucky Division of United
Daughters of the Confederacy
will have a luncheon meeting
at the Murray Woman's Club
House at ten a. m.
Senior voice recital by
Martha Ruth Moore, Paris,
Tn., will begin at 8:15 p. m. in
the Farrell Recital 1411, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Saturday, May 7
Women of Oaks Country
Club will meet at 8:30 a.m.
with refreshments and golf to
follow.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at seven p.
m. at the lodge hall. .
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Bake sale by the youth of
Deward's Chapel Church will
be in front of Roses at nine a.
Kiwanis Club Skateboard
contest will begin at nine a. m.




Annual Pancake Brea{ fast
will be held by the Murray
High School Student Council at
the MHS cafeteria. Serving
will be from six to eleven a.m.
with the price being $1.50 for
all one can eat. Children under
six free.
Sinitlay, May 8
James B. (JimmylCtird will
celebrate his 95th birthday
with open house from one to
four p. m. at his-home, 912
North 16th Street, Murray. All
friends ahd relatives are in-
vited to call.
Mark Wilson will be in
concert at the Memorial
Baptist Church at seven p. m.
All graduates of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church will be
honored at a potluck supper at
six p. m. at the church with the
program by Sunshower to be
at seven p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Gallimore will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. Paschall, Jones
Mill Road, Puryear, Tn., from
two to five p. m.
Teen Pageant To
Be At Louisville
On June 17 & 18
Final preparations for the
Miss Kentucky Internationale
Teen, USA Pageant are being
made. The Pageant will be
- held June 17-18 at the
Rodeway Inn, Louisville.
Young ladies, 14 through 18
years of age, will r be fudged on
scholastic involvement,
personalityt, leadership, ap-
pearance, and poise, corn-
!feting in personal interviews,
daytime and evening dresses.
There is no swimsuit com-
petition.
The state winner will
receive an all-expenses paid
trip to compete in the National
Finals. She will also receive a
travel scholarship forNa 9 day
trip to Europe: London-Paris-
Amsterdam, with a
chaperoned group through the
Foreign Study League, Inc., of
the Readers Digest.‘
Anyone interested in in:
formation about the Pageant
may write the state director at
Central Division, P.O. Box
110933 or 361 Binkley Drive,
Nashville, Tn. 37211 or call
(615) 832-4731 or 832-1609, said
Fredda Odom, State Director.
Oaks Outrun: Club
Women Plan Meet
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have a call
meeting on Saturday, May 7,
at 8:30 a.m.
Betty Shepard, women's
president, urged all ladies of
the club to attend and said golf
play would follow the meeting.
Coffee and donuts will be
served by Betty Shepard and
Carolyn Caldwell.
BOTTLE FEEDING COSTS
Feeding babies by bottle
instead of the natural way
adds an estimated 640 million
to the nutritional costs in
Tanzania, a Stanford study
indicated. The research also
found that bottle-fed babies in
Tanzania are more liable to
diarrhea because good water
supplies and stoves for
sterilization are not plentiful.
•
f 0 11•11 St
& GARDEN CENTER
by Jean McClure
Bring a touch of the Orient into your home with a lady palm
tree. Its a good substitute for the hard-to-find bamboo and is an
ideal companion to art objects and furnishings from the Far East.
Called Rhapis Exelsa, this charming fan palm is durable and easy
to grow indoors. As a house plant, rhapis needs a few hours of
direct sun, bright light, and soil that easily drains excess moisture.
It should never be allowed to dry out or be near drafts. Average
home temperatures and about 40 per cent humidity assure
good growth. If you enjoy the effect of bamboo, this lady palm is
a beautiful and graceful addition to your home.
SHIRLEY FLORIST & GARDEN CENTER. 502 North Fourth Street,
-753-3251 has a fantastic selection of plants and flowers that
would make a beautiful and graceful addition to Mom's home as
well. Remember Mother's Day is Sun, May 8th. What better way
to express your love than with a lovely gift from SHIRLEY
RORIST & GARDEN CENTER. Stop by soon and feel free to
browse around. As members of FTD. Teleflora and MS we can
arrange to send your floral message almost anywhere in the
world. Hours: Mon. - Sun. 8-5.
HANDY HINT: When transplanting rhapis, use 2 parts packaged
garden soil to one each of sphagnum peat moss and vermiculite.
.Vows Manned
Miss Cathleen .Sue Hall and
William Howard Fisher
Mr. and Mrs. Jarold D. Hall, Russell, Pa., announce the
engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter,
Cathleen Sue, to William Howard Fisher, son of Dr. and Mrs.
James A. Fisher Sr., 300 North Tenth St., Murray.
Miss Hall is a journalism major at Murray State University
and will receive her B.S. degree in May. Mr. Fisher will
graduate from MSU in May with a major in philosophy. He will
enter the Candler School of Theology at Emory University,
Atlanta, Ga. in the fall.
The couple will be married at seven p.m. on Friday, August





The following schedule for
senior citizens shopping on
Fridays will become effective
on Friday, May 6 and be in
effect until further notice.
This is a.-temporary schedule.
The senior citizens van will
provide shopping on Fridays
to the North Central Center
and Town from 10:00 a. m. to
12:00 noon. For morning
shopping, call 753-9725 by 9:15.
9:15.
Afternoon_ _shopping_ will _be
to the Bel-Air Shopping Center
and Town from 1:00 p. m. to
3:30 p. m. For afternoon
shopping, call 753-9725 by
11:30 a. m.
Saturday shopping has been
discontinued. For other
shopping on Friday, as to the
doctor's office, beauty shop,
hospital, etc. Call 753-9725.
-• • ••101, Qat
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amma Chapter Has Meet; tss Brannon Is Speaker
Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma met at the
Murray Woman's Club House
on April 9, at 11:00 a. in. for
the initiation of four new
members with Miss Betty
Rogers, Chairman of the
Initiation Committee, in




The April meeting of ,the
Rho Chapter of Kentucky
Alpha Delta Kappa was held
in the lovely netv country
home of Linda Clark.
Joanna Sykes, president
conducted the business
meeA tsi,enrgy. interesting program
included colored slides of the
International Headquarters at
Kansas City, Missouri.
Linda Clark and _Sue
Chaney, hostesses for the
evening, served delicious
ref restpnents.
were: Mrs. Ruth Harrell,
Mayfield, Mrs. Johnna Putoff,
Murray, Mrs. Joan Brawley,
Clinton, and Mrs. Sue Roberts,
Benton.
Following a noon luncheon,
Mrs. Joyce Fortin, president,
presided over the business
meeting and introduced Mrs.
41.Mary Dierstock who has
transferred from Zeta,
Chapter in Northern Ken-
tucky. Mrs. Rosi Holcombe,
daughter of Mrs. Fortins,and
Miss Laurie Beatty, recipient
of Gamma's grant-in-aid for
1977 were guests.
Miss Rubie Smith, Chair-
man of the Professional Af-
fairs Committee, announced
that Miss Evenlyn Bradley




Committee 'was in charge of
the program and the Chair-
man, Miss Rubie Smith, in-
troduced the speaker, Miss
Billie Brannon of Beta
Chapter, Nashville.
Miss Brannon who has had a
wide experience in the field of
education is now Reading
Support Teacher for District 2
of the Metro Schools. She gave
a talk on the new and in-
teresting things being done in
the Nashville Schools.
Hostesses for the meeting
were: Mrs. Pauline McCoy,
Mrs. Louise Overby, Miss,
Louise Swann, Mrs. Golda
Waters, Miss Vanda Gibson,











1st Run In Murray
IN 1946 THIS MAN KILLED FIVE PEOPLE






























Late Show Fri. It Sat. 11:40
"Beach Bunnies" (X)
18 or over only
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Miss Pamela Wear Churchill
and Stephen Dale DeVoss
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W. Churchill, Jr. of Middleburg
Heights, Ohio, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Pamela Wear; to Stephen Dale
DeVoss, son of the Reverend and Mrs. John M. DeVoss of
Titusville, Florida.
Miss Churchill will graduate from Murray State University
this spring with a Bachelor of Arts in Biology. She is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Perry and Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
Churchill, Sr., all of Murray.
Mr. DeVoss is a 1976 graduate of Murray State and is curren-
tly working toward a Masters of Divinit3Ott Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. -
The wedding vows will be solemnized at the First Baptist
Church, Murray, at 7:00 p. m. on Saturday, June 25. All friends





FOR FRIDAY, MAY 6, 1977
What kind Of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES




risky and untried ventures.
TAURUS
t Apr. 21. to May 21)
Your creative ideas may need
some revision before they can
be carried out, so be sure to
study all angles of feasibility
before presenting them to
superiors.
GEMINI ,
(May 22 to June 21) 1149".
An accumulation of "small"
tasks, untended, could present a
mountain of problems if you're
'not careful. Don't procrastinate
in anything. Attend to details as
they arise.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
New and gradually changing
influences, trends indicated.
You won't like them all im-
mediately,but many are better
than they appear at a glance.
Study everything carefully.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ftwv..
Excellent solar influences
continue. Now's the time to
launch new ventures, set forth




(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP%.
You may now be able to find
the solution to a proble'm which
has been bothering you for some
time — and in a surprisingly
easy manner.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Objectivity and foresight will
be day's prime requirements.
Do not be coerced into deals or
activities which you would not
normally consider. -
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
.er
IT
Stars indicate that you could
now strike out for a, higher goal.
You may have to take a dif-
ferent route to achieve it, but
the new avenue could be a
*better one
SAGMARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Insure results by capitalizing
on your fine talents and
energies, and keep your pace
constant but not hectic. In all
efforts, keep the future in mind.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ldTt
Favorable aspects stimulate
originality and some chance-
taking — if reasonable. But
don't go out on the proverbial
limb and DO avoid extremism.
AQUARIUS





Some changes in the making
are for the best.
Ptscfs
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Synchronize activities to
coincide with needs of the day.
More than the usual reward is
promised for constructive
endeavors. Benefactors are
waiting to assist you.
YOU BORN TODAY are
governed by Venus, the planet
of love and artistry, and are
thus endowed with a great love
of beauty and a lively
--cmag17-Gia on. You have talent
for painting and a keen sense of
color; are a born musician, too.
You love flowers and would
make a fine horticulturist or
landscape artist; could also
excel at design or interior
decoration. You have a flair for
writing — usually on the serious
side, such as philosophical or
psychological. Try to conquer
your tendency to wilt at
criticism, to downgrade your
own efforts. Birthdate of: Adm.
R. E. Peary, Arctic explorer;
M. de Robespierre, French
Revolutionist; Sigmund Freud,
pioneer in psychoanalysis;
Orson Welles, film actor,
writer, producer
ir I 0.C 
PLANT CELL 
The first man to identify
plant cells through the micro-
scope was an English scientist
named Robert Hooke. The
year was 1665.
' VISAS beg. rihattp.r..
ERA: Separate
But Equal
By Abigail Van Buren
:h-zaqo r r ,c,„r, r
DEAR ABBY: I just came from a meeting in which the
guest speaker was against the Equal Rights Amendment,
and I must say now I'm more confused than ever.
She said if the ERA is passed, men will no longer be
forced by law to support their families.
She also said with ERA, women would be drafted just
like men, and they would have to use the same bathroom
and sleeping facilities. Is that true?
CONFUSED
DEAR CONFUSED: If the ERA is passed, the matter of
supporting one's family will remain unchanged. According
to the courts, a married woman living with her husband
receives only what he CHOOSES to give her. Support will
(as it always has) depend on LOVE, not LAW. You can't
get blood out of a turnip.)
The ERA means that women will be subject to the draft
(if we ever have one again—right now, we don't I. If so,
either or both parents could be exempt from service if it
would be a hardship on the family, just„ as some men
formerly were excused from. serving if they had a
legitimate reason.
And as for women being forced to use the same
restrooms and sleeping quarters as men: That's so much
hooey. The constitutional right to privacy will still justify
separate restroonis, dormitories and barracks.
.• DEAR ABBY: I'm a 10-year-old boy 'and my problem is
girls. I have loved a lot of girls. but they never loved me. I
gave them gifts, but they threw them away.
'Last summer I went to camp, and there was this real
pretty girl I liked a lot, and I. thought she liked me.
At the first dance of the season, as soon as the music
started, I went over to this girl and asked her if she
wanted to dance.
She said, "Yes, but not with you!"
I got so mad I went straight back to my cabin and said.
"That's the end—no more girls for me!" But, Abby, I can't
seem to quit liking girls. Can you help me?
LONELY LOVER
DE AR LOVER: Time is-cm-- y-crar - side, and you have
plenty of it since you're only 10. Maybe you come on too
strong. Most girls are attracted to boys who don't seem to
notice them. The word from here is, cool it, lover.
DEAR Al3BY: Two years ago we had a new heating
system installed in our home. The two men who did the
work cursed during the whole job. They even criticized
house. One of them asked, "Who designed this joint?" I
proudly told him that my husband and I designed it. Then
he said. "I knew it had to be something like that. I nex
saw such a monstrosity."
The other one asked me how much it cost to build, an,i
when I told him he said, "You we robbed.-
Abby, we like our home, and it wasn't their place
express such opinions.
1,54 need air conditioning now, and my husband want, r
hire those two ill,mannered thugs to do it. I don't want
them in my house, even though their work was good
the price was right. What do you say?
HAD IT IN BEVERLY
DEAR HAD IT: I say, let your husband win this one
The men may be ill-mannered, but they're probabl
competent and honest, and they -know where all the piciu,
are buried.
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abigail Van-Buren. 132
Lasky Dr.. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped 12441 envelope
'hiss Stindra It ilson
Honored On Saturday
ss Sandra Marie Wilson
of Luuisville was honored with
a coffee at the social room of
the North Branch of Peoples
Bank, on Saturday morning.
April 30. The honoree will be
married June 18 in Louisville
to David E. Alexander of
Murray.
Receiving the guests with
Miss Wilson were the groom
elect's mother, Mrs. Rex
Alexander and grandmother,
Mrs. Hazel Snyder. Each was
presented a white daisy
corsage by the hostesses.
Mrs. John William, sister of
Mr. Alexander, kept the
register and asked each guest
.to sign the bride's book as_they
arrived.
The serving table was
elegant with a green linen
cloth and (-entered with an















The hostesses served coffee
and assorted petite pastries
from silver appointrnenta.
Hostesses for the festive
pre-nuptial occasion were
Mrs. Eugene Berrill, Mrs.
James Frank, Mrs. William
F urge rson , Mrs. Bailey •G ore ,
Mrs. Raymond Hewitt, Mrs.
Al Kipp, Mrs. Alfred Lindsey.
Mrs. Tipton Miller, Mrs.
William Ryan, Mrs. Vernon
Shown, Mrs. Charles Simons,
Mrs. Matt Sparkman, Mrs.
Harry Sparks, and Mrs.
Tommye Taylor.
Miss Wilson was presented
as a gift from the hostesses a
yellow queen size electric
blanket with coordinating
sheets and pillow cases.
Guests called between the
hours of ten a. m. to twelve
noon.
Surprise Shower Held
For Miss Linda Davis
Miss Linda Davis, May 28th
bride-elect of Wally Young,
was the honoree at a surprise
bridal shower given by Mrs.
Cal I.uther and Miss Cindy
Groves on Monday, May 2, at
seven p. m. at the Holiday Inn,
Murray.
The honoree was at the
Holiday Inn on business when
she was surprised with the
special event.
The bride-elect was attired
in a green slack ensemble and
was preSented a corsage of
white daisies and baby's
breath. She opened her many
gifts for the guests to view.
Refreshments of strawberry
punch, white bake trimmed in
daisies ofvarious colors, nuts
and mints were served at the
table overlaid with a yellow
and - white gingham cloth
made by Mrs: Luther for the
occasion. Centering the table
was an arrangement of blue
and yellow daisies with one
pink daisy flanked by blue
tapers.
Invited guests were Mrs.
Clyde Stunson, Mrs. Rusty
Miller, Miss Judy Nantau,
Miss 1,eslie Mier, Miss Marge
Edbauer, Miss Pat Nelson,
Miss Bonnie Cloar, Miss
Karen Miller, Miss Karen
DeVrees, Miss Janie Logan,
Mrs. John Applegate, Mrs.
Don, Hunter, Mrs. Bobby
Baston, Mrs. Everett
Bloodworth, Miss Doris Alley,
Miss Judy Heater, Mrs.
Valerie Jones, Miss Carol
Odom, Miss Mary Seamore,
Miss Kathy Morehead, Miss
Janet Lambert, Mrs. Glenda
Jones, Mrs. Shirley Borders,
Mrs. Earl Tabers, Miss
Starlyn Tabers, Miss Vickie
Russell, Mrs. Gary
Roedemier, Mrs. Denny Potts,
Mrs. Linda Hunt, Mts. Dan
'McKeel, Mrs. Gil Mathis, Mrs.
Julie Thompson, Miss Susan
Kennedy, Mrs. Johnny Bacon,
Mrs. Bobby Herndon, Miss M.
J. Waite, Miss Wendy
Williams, .Mrs. Kenneth
Harrell, Mrs. Pam Mavity,
Mrs. Carolyn Woolley, Mrs.
Retha Turner, Miss Rebecca
Dublin, and Mrs. Mansfield
Farmer.
JEANS & TOPS
Buy One And Get
One Of Equal Nalue
FREE!
cLOSE.- 0










Put-together your favorite summer
outfit in Brossoo's new poly-cotton
sportswear. Outfit shown: Bask
past in red or white, 5-15 at ISM;
Racquet plaid siert sleeve skirt
of multi-colors, 5-15 at 15.110;
Short sleeve jacket in red or
white, 5 to 15 at 31.00. Items
not shown; Elastic waist pant, hooded -
jacket and hooded dish-
cloth blouson top. Priced at
111.00 to 25.00
-
James B. (Jimmy) Curd of .
912 North Sixteenth Street,
Murray, will celebrate his
95th birthday on Sunday,
May 8. A retired farmer and
carpenter, he is a lifetime 4
resident of Murray and
Calloway County, a member -
of the First United Methodist
Church, and an honorary"
member of the church's ad- 4
ministrative board. Friends .4
and relatives are irwited to
call at his residence bet- -
ween the hours of one to
four p. m. on Sunday.
(
11 *-



















May Day Dinner At Sparks Home
Mrs. Harry M. Sparks and
Dr. Sparks entertained
members of Chapter M of P.
E. 0. and several guests
Sunday, May 1, at a one




The Bear Creek Girl Scout
Council will hold its annual
Olympics at Mayfield High
School on Saturday, May
The Scouts' Olympics is
patter,ned after the World
Olympics.
The girls will begin the field
events at 10:00 a. m. These
events wilt include a softball
throw, standing broad jump,
running broad jump, sack
race, three-legged race, 40, 50,
and 75 yard dash.
The Cadette and Senior.
Scouts can participate in the
above events and also the shot
put, 100 yard dash and 400
yard run.
The afternoon program will
include a contest involving
camp skills and camp games.
Some of the contests for the
afternoon 'Will be fire bucket
brigade; rope tying, fire
building, sleeping bag roll,
volley ball, badmitton, can-
teen fill and a wide game.
A large participation is











were aqsictPd by Mrs. J9bn C.
Quertermous of the social
committee.
The invocation was given by
the Rev. Henry McKenzie.
Following the meal of a
variety of vegetables, meats,




president of Kentucky State
Chapter of P. E.'0.
Mrs. McKenzie, a member
of the philanthropic,
educational organization for
more than 50 years, gave a
tomprehensive review- of
"how far we have come and
what we have accomplished"
in the 108 years since P. E. 0.
was founded in Mt. Pleasant,
Iowa.
According to the informed
and experienced member,
there are now 4,649 chapters.
Forty-two states and four
Canadian Provinces have
their own State Chapters and
there is also one in the District
of Columbia which includes 30
local chapters.
Kentucky State Chapter was
organized in 1956. There are
ilow 19 chapters in the state
with an active membership of
682, according to late records.
Mrs. McKenzie stated that
Colley College was given to
the Sisterhood in 1927, and
many new buildings have been
added since then. She stressed
tile fact that husbands of
iflembers B.1.1..$) were
responsible for the Chapel and
:in off-campus recreation area
for students. This nearby park
is called B. I. L. Hill.
'A short called business
meeting was held downstairs
by Mrs. Freeman to vote on
proposals and changes to be
considered in the May 16-17
state convention at Jenny
Wiley State Park, Preston-
sburg.
Announcement was also
made by the president that P.
.E.. 0. member Maxine Clark
and her husband, Prof. Larry
Clark, now have a radio
program of hymns on Murray
State University's FM station
called "The Old Choir
Master."
Members and guests
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Mrs. George S. Hart, Mr. and
Mrs- -113414-Hodges, Dr. and
Mrs. 1. J. Hortin, Mrs: A. C.
,LaFollette, Mrs. Alfred
Lindsey, Miss Mary Leslie
Lindsey, Rey. and Mrs.
McKenzie, and Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Nunnelee ( Mayf ield );
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley,
Mrs. Quertermous, and Dr.
and Mrs. A. H. Titsworth.
•'
Enough silk cloth -to make a
dress may take the filament




















a front and back
pleated
pull-on skirt.
Sizes 6 to 16,
We recommend
oraanong
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Guest speaker for the Murray Quota Club held April
26 at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle Inn was Donald A. Jones,
right, local attorney, who spoke on the New Kentucky
Judicial system to become effective January 2, 1978. He
etplained in part how the new judicial would work and
some of the benefits of the new system. The attorney
also spoke on drug abuse, and legalization of marijuana.
A question and answer period followed. Quota Club
members voted to donate $100 towards the purchase
of a hearing aid for a fourth grader in the Calloway
County School System whose family could not afford to




Chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota
held its fifth Annual Spring
Banquet and Musicale on May
third.
. The president, Mrs. Dan
Ryan, introduced the new
officers as follows: Vice-




Gary Dyson, treasurer, Mrs.
Richard Farrell, editor, Mrs.
Lame Clark, chaplain, Mrs.
Dan Dixon, and parliamen-
tarian, Mrs. Vernon Shown.
The program was given by
the Vocal Ensemble of Iota
Beta Chapter of Sigma Alpha
Iota, from Murray State
University with the directors
of the group being Lisa Larson. 
andSusan Carp.
Girls singing in the En-
semble are Janwin Over-
street, Lee Ann Este!),
Heather McClure, Penny
Wilson, Kathy LaFevre, and
Barbara Colson, accompanied
by Susan Fenuner, pianist.





Club met Tuesday, April 12 in
the home of the president,
Mrs. Holmes Dunn..
Mrs. Robert Hendon gave
the devotion reading from
Rev. 19:6 with the theme being
"The Lord God Omnipotent
Reigneth."
The minutes and treasurer's
report were read by Mrs.
Prentice Dunn.
The President discussed the
tasting luncheon on April 22
with five members furnishing
a dish.
Lesson subjects selected for
next year included, "The Look
of Fall," "Manage Your
Feelings," "How Food Affects
Your Health," -
Vacations," "Sewing With
Special Fabrics," "Do Ahead
Meals," "New Trends in
Home Furnishings," "The
Life You Save," "Women and
Credit."
Mrs. Jack Wilson presented
the lesson on "Tune Your
Body for Control." Mrs. Harry
Russel reported on
"Alcoholism," Mrs. leon
Adams discussed the damage
done to shrubs by the extreme
cold weather, and Mrs. Robert
Hendon demonstrated the art
of "Trapunto Quilting."
MN Dunn and her co-
hostess, Mrs. Prentice Dunn,
served Lemon pie and Cokes
to nine members and one
visitor, Mrs. Cary Rose. Other
members present were: Mrs.
Max Farley, Mrs. Lenith
Rogers, and Mrs. Roy Han-
cock.
The next meeting will be
May 10 at seven p. m. in the
home of Mrs. Prentice Dunn
at 1715 W. Olive St., Murray.
The national language clos-
est to English is Dutch.
44;
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LINGERIE SALE
Beautiful lingerie in soft pastel colors
make a perfect Mother's Day gift.
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FASHION SCARFSALE
Assorted artistic designs printed on
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By The Associated Press
Former President Richard M.
Nixon's interview with David Frost
generally stirred the same partisanship
that marked the Watergate era: His
detractors complained the full story
was yet to be told. His supporters ap-
plauded what they said was his candor.
"The evidence compiled by the
-7wcommittee and its staff total 7,200 pages
and filled 36 books of information," said
Rep: Peter Rodino, the New Jersey
Democrat whose - House Judiciary
Committee voted to impeach Nixon.
"It showed clearly, conclusively and
, finally that Richard Nixon obstructed
• the Watergate investigation and that he
abused the powers of his high office as
, president and that he failed to comply
• with lawful subpoenaes," said Rodino
after Watching the 90-minute interview
Wednesday night.
The show was the first of four
covering the Nixon presidency, for
which the former president reportedly
will receive $600,000 and a share of the
profits, for a possible total of more than
$1 million. It was his first public
discussion of Watergate since he
resigned Aug. 9, 1974.
"I think it's going to have a healing
and cleansing effect," said Raymond
K. Price, Nixon's chief speech writer
when he was in the White House. "I
think it was forthcoming. I think it was
a very generous concession by ( Nixon)
of his own errors."
One early victim of the scandal;
Nixon's former presidential chief of
staff H. R. Haldeman, watched the show
at his Los Angeles home but would only
say:
"I have no comment to make at this
time. It's too complex to discuss in little
bits and pieces. I may have something
Business Mirror
to say in the future, but I'm not goingto
make a lot of little _comments at this
time. I'm going UT think this thing
through."
Another top-ranking former Nixon
aide, domestic affairs adviser John
Ehrliclunan, is serving a term at a
federal correctional faeility at Stafford,
Ariz., for his part in the Watergate
coverup. The warden said the show was
not carried on the two channels
available at the facility.
Former President Gerald R. Ford
spoke at a YMCA meeting in Dallas
Wednesday night, but didn't mention
the interview with the man he suc-
ceeded and later pardoned.
A Ford aide said arrangements had
been made to tape the telecast for later
viewing by Ford if he desired.
There were no plans for President
Carter to watch the show, said White
House spokesman Jody Carter.
Many members of the Senate and
House missed the interview because.
Congress was still in session when the
telecast began.
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., said he
had seen only a few minutes of the
telecast "but I had seen enough."
He said he didn't like "the idea of a
former president of the United States
appearing in such a context and for
money."
In Honolulu, Ben Bradlee, executive
editor of the Washington Post — which
first linked the Nixon White House to
the Watergate break-in — said Nixon's
admission that he let the American
people down "was very moving."
"He said a lot. He said he made some
bad .misjudgments. He hasn't said that
before," Bradlee said after watching
the show. "Factually, I don't think
there was anything new."
Atlantic City Casinos
To Work For Funding
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) —
Firms planning casino-hotels here are
going to have to work hard to raise the
money for their multimillion dollar
projects, investment bankers say.
New Jersey voters last November
approved establishment of casino
gambling for Atlantic City; the state
legislature is now framing laws to
regulate the gaming.
But "most institutional investors-are
in the East and most of them have been
to Atlantic City in the last 15 years,"
said George Riordan, an investment
banker with Payne, Webber & Co. in
New York.
"They're not overly impressed if they
can remember what it was like 20 years
ago. If you're going to go to these
sources, you're going to have to change
that image somehow," Riordan said.
William Whither, a developer from
Charleston, S.C., learned that lesson
the hard way. He searched for four
years trying to find someone to lend
him money to build a Boardwalk hotel
near the Convention Hall.
Whither finally sold out last winter to
Playboy Enterprises, which now plans
a $50 million casino-hotel on a plot of
land only 100 by 341 feet in size.
"We're confiden1 that permanent
funding will be available to us," a
Playboy spokesman said.
But Jim Larnett, an investment
banker with E.F. Hutton Co. in New
York, disagreed.
Larnett, who helped get backing for
re.•-wations to the MGM Grand Hotel in
Las Vegas last year, said, "It's going to
be very difficult for Playboy to get
financing. There's a good possibility
it'll be tough to find sources if the MGM
deal was any example."
Insurance companies, a traditional
source for long-term business finan-
cing, won't lend money for casino
projects because they feel the loans
would engender bad public relations.
"It's not our policy to lend to or own
gaming operations," said Claude
Ballarde, vice president of Prudential
Insurance Co. in Newark.
"I guess the reason is we're dealing
with the funds of widows, orphans, the
elderly — people who don't believe in
that sort of thing," Ballarde said.
"I don't know of a single ( major)
insurance company that wouldn't
respond the same way," he said.
William Leahy, senior vice president
of the Metropolitan Insurance Co. of
New York, said he already has rejected
a number of requests for mortgages on
operations in Atlantic City.
Investment bankers, however, said
an insurance company might invest in
bonds for casjno construction if the
firm's name is shielded.
which was very successful in Las
Vegas, is Teamsters Union pension
funds.
A spokesman for the $1.2 million
Central States Fund in Chicago said the
fund- has had a moratorium on real
estate loans since August 1975.
"They want more diversification in
their investment portfolio and to get
away from the top-heavy concentration
in real estate," the Teamsters
spokesman said.
The Central States Fund has been
plagued by accusations of misuse and
ties to organized crime. Tapping
Teamsters funds in New Jersey is also
out of the question, said a Jersey City
attorney who handles many of the funds
in the state.
"There isn't anything of sufficient
size. You don't have anything (in New
Jersey) that could go near an in-
vestment of that size," said the at-
torney, who asked not to be quoted by
name.
Another uncertainty is-the final form
of the casino gambling legislation now
before the legislature.
"It's impossible (without legislation)
to say what a property could earn. That
is why • no truly major investor has
made a commitment," one banker said.
''If I were sitting in somebody's shoes
in a given company I'd want to know
what the rules are."
Garrott's Galley
'Her Children Arise Up•
And Call Her Blessed'
By M.C. Garrott
Sunday is Mother's Day, and again
we give special thought and attention to
those who have meant so much to us all
— our mothers. Some still are living.
Others live only in our hearts. -
There are and have been millions of
great mothers. There are many in
Murray and Calloway County. I live
with one of them. I wish I could tell you
about every one, but that's impossible.
Instead, I'm going to tell you about one
whose family, to me, reflects her
unusual, inspirational qualities.
This mother is Mrs. Karl (Sara)
Hussung, a teacher of little children
and an active church worker, but
foremost a mother to four happy,
talented children. Since coining to
Murray nine years ago, I've watched
with great admiration the growth and
development of the Hussung children
and the closeness of her family. It's a
thing of beauty.
+++
Sara was born in Lyon County, the
second of nine children, but she grew up
on a farm near Gracey in Trigg County,
where her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Price
Edward Lester, still live. Last year,
they observeil their Golden Anniver-
sary. For thE first time in years, all
their children were home.
At Murray State, Sara met Karl, a
basketball player from Louisville, and
they were married the year they
graduated, 1953, the same year she was
named "Miss Murray State." Karl
went on to get his doctor's degree, and
since 1957, has taught chemistry- at
Murray State.
For the past five years, Sara, after
receiving his master's degree at
Murray, has been teaching in
Murray Pre-School, Corp., program,
which is on the university's campus..
+++
The four Hussung children reflect the
Christian characteristics and training
of their mother..
Charles F., whom we know as Chuck,
is a senior at Furman University in
South Carolina. He will graduate this
spring and plans to prepare for a career
in religious work at the Covenant
Theological Seminary in St. Louis. A
graduate of Murray High, he has
worked for four summers as a
missionary among the Northern
Cheyenne Indians in eastern Montana.
He is 22.
Karen, 19, is a sophomore at Murray
State, majoring in special education.
She also is president of the Baptist
10 Years Ago
The Peoples Bank is now operating
the first closed circuit television
banking in the area at their new TV
Drive-In at the corner of Sixth and Main
Streets, according to H. Glenn Doran,
bank president.
Twelve indictments were returned to
the Grand Jury to Judge Richard Peek
in the Calloway Circuit Court. Marvin
Swann was foreman of the Grand Jury
, Deaths reported include Dr. Price
Doyle and Harvey Lowry.
The Northside Baptist Church.
located five miles north of Murray on
.U. S. Highway 641 will be formally
dedicated on May 7 with the Rev. T G
Shelton as the speaker. The church was
organized in October 1960.
James Dale Gantt, senior honor
student at Murray University of
Kentucky Student Forum's "Out-
standing High School Speech Studentz,




U.S. Sen. Welter "Dee" Neddleston (0)
3327 Dirkson Building
Wasbialjton, D. C. 20510
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20 Years Ago
The student body of Lotiebak Schi
located on the east side of Callov.,
County, in 1903 is pictured today.
The Murray City Council met wti
Matt Sparkman as mayor pro-teni -
the absence of Mayor George /1,1-
Jack Bryan, superintendent of •
Murray Natural Gas System, mad,
report to the Council.
Births reported include a boy, Ja
Beale II, to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bed
Kennedy on April 25.
Tommy Wells as the pitcher -
Murray State College beat Mid
Tennessee 9 to 1 in baseball.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods will speak ,•*
commencement programs at S(,
Fulton, Keitchfield, Cloverp, •
Livingston County, and Meade Cow •
High Schools in Kentucky a' '
Harrisburg Township in Illinois dun',
May and June.
Bible Thought
The Lord will no suffer the soul
of the righteous to famish: but hr
casteth away the substance of th,
wicked. Proverbs 10:3.
In other words you can't taki
with you'
Student Union, and under the spon-
sorship of -Vie Home Mission Board of
the Southern Baptist Convention, will
be going back to Montana again this
year as a summer missionary among
the Northern Cheyenne Indians.
Steven, 18, is a senior at Murray High
School, and will be making his third trip
to Montana this summer to work with
the Indians. It was he who delivered the
Youth Week serman at First Baptist
Church only last Sunday night.
Mark, 13, is a seventh grade student
at Murray Middle School, and is keenly
interested in everything. He plays
trumpet in the band, plays the piano
and the violin, is active in the Com-
munity Children's Theater and, along
with brother Steve, is on the Youth
Council at their church.
+++
Very early in their marriage, Karl
and Sara decided that her place was in
the home when the children were there.
She felt that was where she belonged,
and she didn't begin her teaching until
all were in school full time. This has
been the Philosophy of their family life.
Her pre-school work today also permits
this.
The importance of this presence at
home to her children was recalled by
Chuck in a letter from Furman. "A
favorite memory of mine of Mama is
one when I worked at a local grocery,"
he wrote, "and I would come home to
eat and rest at lunch. So often, I would
sit in the kitchen while she fixed me
something to eat, and we would talk at
length .sis we shared the events of the
day. My remembrance of that quiet
fellowship is a joy to me."
She and Karl hive worked as a team
in raising their children,' each sup-
porting the other's decisions. ",They
were firm but never unfair," Karen told
me the other day, "and we learned
early that they always stood together."
The Christian light has long shone
brightly in the Hussung home. Each of
Sara's children highlight her Christian
commitment. "From the times I
listened to her read Bible stories of
David, Joshua and others until now as
we discuss the struggles and victories
of living as children of God," Chuck
also wrote, -1 have always been aware
of her growing love for god and her
dedicated commitment to His
kingdom."
On Sundays, Sara led her children to
Sunday School and church. "There
were times when I didn't want to go,"
Karen recalled, but she insisted that I
go. I'm thankful now that she did."
Sara also encouraged her children to
become involved in the youth activities
of the church, firmly emphasizing a
Christian life means more than at-
tending a .Sunday morning service.
Each Christmas Eve, the family
gathers to read the Christmas story,
light candles and to hear the prayers of
each.
+++
As so many parents do today, Sara
and Karl have long closely scrutinized
what their children watched on
television, and it was turned off when it
came time for homework. Nor, would
she permit them to -Come in from school
and flop down in front of the TV set
when it was nice enough to be outside
for play with their friends.
"Our mother means many things to
us," Karen said, "and she has been
extremely sacrificial, giving up a lot of
things I know she would have liked to
have done or to have had in order to do
something for us.
"But one of the, greatest things she
has ever given us was to teach us
respect. It deeply disturbs me when I
see kids disrespectful to their parents.'
+++
It is written in the 28th verse of the
31st chapter of Proverbs: "Her
children arise up and call her blessed."
I think that well summarizes the
motherhood of Sara Hussung, my
candidate this year for the symbol of all
mothers as we observe this coming
Mother's Day. And woe be unto him or





Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Local candidates for poltical office
who wish to have their picture and a
biographical sketch of themselves
included- in this newspaper's special
primary election section need to make
sure the photo and sketch information
are delivered to the newspaper office
,by Tuesday, May 17. That is the
deadline for news copy for the section.
0+0
Law Day was celebrated earlier this
week (May 1) with the theme "Part-
ners in Justice," calling on average
citizens to join hands with members of
the legal profession in working toward
improving our system of justice.
' One way we can help is by serving on
jury duty when we are called.
Far too many people find excuses for
not serving on local juries: they have to
work, they have a class to attend, they
have children at home and can't find a
babysitter. The reason is that they do
not want to serve.
Jurors represent the conscience of
the community and unless we cherish
the jury system we will lose it.
So when you're called, do your du-
ty... serve on a jury.
0+0
We brought home a new tube of tooth-
paste the other night and as soon as we
took it out of the sack our five-year-old
spotted it and said, "Daddy, we're
supposed to brush our teeth in the
morning, after meals and at night-time
so can I try out the new toothpaste
now."
Even though it was 9 p. in. and he
should have been in bed, .we knew we
couldn't tell him not to brush his teeth
regardless of the hour without bringing
the wrath of the dental society down on
our heads. -
So off he went to the bathroom, tooth-
paste tube in hand.
All went well and shortly he settled
down to drift off to sleep with a fresh
taste in his mouth.
But disaster struck the next morning
(which, by the way, was the same
morning of the power outage here).
We had been awake when the power
went off due to the baby's sudden (and
loud) hunger pangs. That was about 5 a.
m. After lighting a candle to replace the
nightlight, we settled back down in the
bed while mother took care of baby's
needs. But when the power finally came
back on around 5:30, we were too
restless to get any more sleep.
So, with the rest of the house as quiet
as a mouse, we got out of bed and went
off to the bathroom for our morning
shower, shave, toothbrushing, etc.
Everything was going just fine until
we got to the toothbrushing part. We
searched the bathroom high and low for
that smooth new tube of toothpaste. The
old, crinkled tube that we had squeezed
the last smidgen out of the day before
seemed to snicker at us from its resting
place on the shelf in the medicine
cabinet.
Then we thought, "Maybe the five-
year-old took the new toothpaste to the
kitchen or the den after he brushed his
teeth last night." So, we traipsed down
the hall and eyeballed all the coun-
tertops, but no toothpaste.
We then hand another inspiration,
"Maybe he took it to his room." So back
down the hall we went and stealthily
looked around in his room, being
careful not to wake him or his mother
or sister who were now back asleep.
No luck again.
By this time, We were getting
frustrated and finally resigned ourself
to going back to the old crinkely,
snickering tube in the medicine chest.
We struggled with that tube and
finally, by pounding it on the counter
and threatening it with the trash can,
we eased enough toothpaste out for one
more brushing.
-Oh, by the way, We did find out where
the new tube was when we got home
that night. It was in the five-year-old's
room but not just laying on a shelf
where we could spot it. He had put it




By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 5, the 125th
day of 1977. There are 240 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1961, astronaut Alan
Shepard was rocketed 115 miles into
space from Cape Canaveral, becoming
'the first American in space.
On this date:
In 1570, Turkey declared war on
Venice for refusing to surrender the
island of Cyprus.
In 1821, Napoleon Bonaparte 'died in
exile on the Lsland.of St. Helena.
In 1824, British troops occupied
Rangoon, Burma.
In 1936, war ended in Ethiopia as the
capital, Addis Ababa, fell to Italian
troops.
In 1955, West Germany became a
sovereign state as the terms of the
Paris agreements of 1954 went into
effect.
In 1960, Soviet Premier Nikita
Khruushchev angrily announced that
an American spy plane had been shot
down over Russia.
Ten years ago: The World Journal-
Tribune ceased publication in New
York, leaving Manhattan with three
major daily newspapers.
Five years ago: An Italian jetliner
crashed into a mountain near Palermo.
Sicily, killig all 115 people aboard.
One year ago: Nationalists on the
Mediterranean island of Corsica were
demonstrating for independence from
France.
Today's birthday: Food expert
James Beard is 72 years old.
Thought for today: 4nyone can
sympathize with the suffering of a
friend, but it requires a very fine nature
to sympathize with a friend's success.
Oscar Wilde, Irish writer, 1854-1900.
Isn't It
The Truth
In days of old, manhood•was proved
with a hatchet in the other fellow's
skull. Then, civilization buried the
hatchet and taught us how to do in an
enemy with gossip- -demonstrating
that the tongue is the sharpest weapon
given to humankind and sometimes
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Let's Stay Well
Allergy Therapy During Pregnancy
Q. Mrs If'. Who is three
months pregnant, asks whether
it is safe for her to have the
usual tests and shots for her
ragweed allergy She has
heard that medicines and
other treatments may damage
the felts in its early stages of
development and wonders
whether allergy tests and shots
may be harmful
A. The problems you de-
scribe are quite common
among allergic women who
become pregnant
By F' L Blasmgame M
According to current opinion
among most authonties, preg'
nant women who are asthma
or hay-fever sufferers can take
tests and immunity shots to
help control their allergies
without increasing risk to
mother or unborn child.
A group study at North
western University Medical
School in Chicago was done on
allergic women who received
allergy immunization shots
during pregnancy and allergic
women who did not, and no
difference was noted in the two
groups Many allergic patients
require a weekly buildup of MI
mummy; dosage to bring their
allergic symptoms under con-
trol Without such treatment
those persons with allergies
might suffer needlemly
Medicines other than the
allergy iniectiorts should he
taken cautiously by pregnant
women and only on the specific
advice of phywian
Is Horn Illy In-
creasing^
Q. Mr ft It wants Ti. Icnois
increased openness And
freedom about sex has resulted
in more hornrre-xuals
A. Ilomcsexuality reponixils
is slightly on the decline
leasz among maTes—who art. f
losively homosexual The ai,
pearance to the Contrdr,
probably due to the' numt)cr, , rt
homnfirxuaL•• corninc
the open ilhout tr
preferenc.
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MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS-Those who won MVP Awards in their sports wore top row, loft to
right, Mortyn Brewer, track; Brion Rutter, cross country; Grover Woolard, basketball; Into
Walker and Chuck Wampe, co-winners in football; Kevin Mier, golf; and Andy Rico, baseball.
Front row, Jackie Jo Mounts, basketball; Sindy Macovic, tennis; Karen Wison, track; and Glenda'
Colobro, cross country. The MVP in mans' tennis will not be decided until after the OVC Tour-
nament which is Friday and Saturday at Bowling Green. (Sniff mum). M leo Manisa)
John Hurls Dodgers To
Win, Lead Up To Nine
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Tommy John can thank
television for his recent
successes. More specifically,
he can thank his friend for
watching it.
During a baseball game
earlier this season, a pal of the
Los Angels Dodger pitcher
taped one of his performances
and discovered a flaw in his
delivery.
"I saw that I was leaning
back too far," said John.
That was causing me to get
my fastball up."
John has since corrected
that slight error and the
results can be seen in his last
two starts. The veteran left-
hander has allowed but one
run in 15 2-3 innings and
Wednesday night Itoked as
good as ever with a four-hit,
1 victory over the New York
Mets.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the San Diego Padres
turned back the Philadelphia
Phillies 4-1; the Pittsburgh
Pirates routed the Atlanta
Braves 8-0; the St. Louis
Cardinals beat Cincinnati 8-1;
the San Francisco Giants
whipped the Montreal Expos
5-1 and the Houston Astros
downed the Chicago Cubs 5-4.
Bill Russell and Reggie
Smith singled in runs in the
first for the Dodgers while
Dusty Baker slugged his
fourth home run of the year in
the second inning off loser
John Matlack, 1-3.
Padres 4, Phillies 1
Rookie Gene Richards
drove in three runs with a
single and his first major
league homer, and fast-
working Randy Jones hurled a
four-hitter as San Diego
defeated Philadelphia.
Richards' homer followed a
leadoff double by Jones in the
seventh inning and provided
last year's Cy Young award
winner with a three-run lead.
going into the last two innings.
Pirates 8, Braves 0
Dave Parker drove in four
runs with a pair of two-run
doubles as Pittsburgh beat
Aflanta and handed the
Braves their Ilth straight
defeat.
Parker delivered a two-run
double in each of the first two
innings, helping the Pirates
mount an early 54 lead off
Frank LaCorte. Pittsburgh's
Larry Demery hurled a three-
hitter before being lifted in the
eighth when the Braves loaded
the bases.
Cardinals 8, Reds I
Lou Brock smashed three
hits and passed Lou Gehrig 'on
the all-time major league hit
parade and Bob Forsch pit-
ched a four-hitter to lead St.
Louis over Cincinnati.
Brock's three hits gave him
2,724 for his career and lifted
him past the one-time New
York Yankee great into 32nd
place on the all-time list.
Giants 5, Expos 1 •
Willie McCovey drove in two
runs-..with a single and Jim
Barr pitched a six-hitter as
San Francisco broke a five-
game losing streak with its
victory over Montreal.
McCovey singled home a
pair of runs in the first inning,
kept a third-inning rally going
with an infield hit and started
an eighth-inning rally with a
walk. Barr struck out five and
walked two and was rarely
seriously challenged.
Astros 5, Cubs 4
Julio Gonzalez singled home
the tying run in the ninth
inning and the winning run in
the 11th to lead Houston over
Chicago. Joe Ferguson walked
to open the 11th, was
sacrificed to second and
reached third when second
baseman Manny TrWo bob-
bled Ken Boswell's grounder.
Boswell made it to third
when Ferguson was caught in
a rundown on Enos Cabell's





The Calloway County golf
team upped its season record
to 3-6 by winning a triangular
match at Ballard County
Wednesday.
The Lakers had a 166 total
while Ballard was second with
.173 and St. Mary third with
174.
Tommy Fike was -the
medalist with a 38. Other
Laker scores included Kevin
D'Angelo 39, Rex Jackson 45
and Bobby Fike 45. Also
player were Mike Howard 46,
Tim Feltner 48 and Chuck
Williams 56.
The Laker golfers host Lone
Oak today.
TENNIS
KANSAS CITY - Top-
seeded Wojtek Fibak and Tom
Okker defeated Cliff Drysdale
and John Alexander 6-3, 4-6, 5-
7, 6-4, 6-4 to advance to the
semifinals of the $200,000
World Championship Doubles
Tournament.
The equity in your house
is like money in your pocket.
Equity is the difference between how
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind.
Real estate values are up. up. up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the rnore
you can borrow in a large real-estate loan.
Right here. Right now.
Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house.
Large loans for homeowners.
Amount
Plnancecl
Monthly Months Total Of





$ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16
$ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60




$7,500 $189.41 60 $10,164.60
• Annual Percentage Rate
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Phone 753-5 5 73
Charles Marcussen Mgr
12.68%
14Vve got your Joan
* Up to 17.50(1
KY-1
-,po Football Teams Got What
They Needed In College Draft
By BRUCE LOWITI
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - It was
a clear case of drafting for
need.
What the Dallas Cowboys
didn't need was a bunch of
fair-to-middlin' players who
probably couldn't break into
the starting lineup anyway.
What they did need was one
super runner to fill the only
noticeable gap in their ar-
senal.
What the Seattle Seahawks
didn't need was one star
player. What they did need
was quantity, a bunch of kids
to develop with the young
team. '
What the Chicago Bears
didn't need was more running
backs or pass receivers. What
they needed was someone
capable of getting the ball to
them.
What the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers didn't need was
another season like the last
one. What they needed was
something more than a bunch
of anonymous runners, the
stars who could burn up the
yards that might burn a few
opposing teams.
What the Washington
Redskins needed was draft
choices... for a change.
And what they all got in the
National Football League was
just what they needed.
The Cowboys fired a salvo of
selections in Seattle's
direction and got in return the
No. 2 pick that brought in
Touchdown Tony Dorsett, the
Heisman Trophy winner from
the University of Pittsburgh.
The Seahawks caught
Dallas' delivery --,- a first-
round pick and three second-
round choices- and wound up
with a .healthy collection of
talent in Tulsa guard Steve
August, Boston College tackle
Tom -Lynch; Kansas
linebacker Terry Beeson and.














Oakland 13 11 .542 1%
Calif 9 15 .375 5%
Seattle 9 18 .333 7 ,
Wednesday's Results
Cleveland 6, Minnesota 5
Toronto 10, Milwaukee
Baltimore 9, Oakland 2
Boston 5, Seattle 2
Chicago 6, Kansas City 3
Texas at Detroit, ppd., rain
California at New York, ppd.,
rain
Thursday's Gaines
Milwaukee (Slaton 1-1) at To-
ronto (Garvin 4-0), (n)
Seattle (Wheelock 2-3) at Bos-
ton (Jenkhis 3-1), (n)
Oakland (Blue 1-2) at New
York (Hunter 1-0), (n)
Chicago (Brett 3-1) at Kansas
City (Splittorff 1-2), (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Chicago at Cleveland, In)
Minnesota at Toronto, Ini
Seattle at Baltimore, In)
California at Boston, In)
Oakland at New York. (n)
Milwaukee at Detroit, n)
Kansas City at Texas, (n)
National League
East
W L Pct. GB
Pitts 14 7 .667
S Louis 14 8 .636 %
Montreal 10 9 .526 3
Chicago 9 10 .474 4
Phila 9 11 .450 4%
New York 9 12 .429 5
West
Los Ang 20 4 .833 -
Cinci 10 12 4.455 9
Houston 10 13 .435 ,9,42
S Fran 9 13 .409 10
S Diego 10 17 .370 11%
Atlanta 8 16 .333 12
Wednesday's Results
Houston 5, Chicago 4, 11 in-
nings
San Francisco 5, Montreal 1
Pittsburgh 8, Atlanta 0
St. Louis-8, Cincinnati I
San Diego 4, Philadelphia
Los Angeles 3, New York 1
Thursday's Games
Houston (Bannister 1-1) at
Chicago (R.Reuschel 3-1)
Montreal (Rogers 2-1) at San
Francisco (Halicki 2-2)
Philadelphia (Christenson 2-
2) at San Diego (Shirley 2-3).
(n)
New York (Seaver 4-01 at Los





Houston at St. Louis, in)
Montreal at San Diego, (n)
Philadelphia at Los Angeles,
























The Bears, saddled with ill
fortune the past few years
with all-run, no-pass quar-
terback Bobby Douglass and
then with not-much-better
Cary Huff and Bob Avellini,
decided to get a replacement.
What- they wound up with-
was Mike Phipps, com-
pliments of a trade with
Cleveland that gives the
Brownsithe Bears' No. I pick
next Mir. But Chicago kept on
calling signals and came out
of the draft's sixth round with
Vince Evans, Southern
California's quarterback and
Most Valuable Player in the
Rose Bowl victory over
Michigan. And all this after
the Bears picked up former
Heisman winner Pat Sullivan,
a dud with Atlanta and
Washington.
The Buccaneers, who came
out on the short end of
everything last year, did so in
part because they had runners
like Louis Carter, Essex
Johnson and people even less
exciting than that. Now
Tampa Bay's backfield has
been converted into USCSE -
University of Southern
California-Southeast. Former
Trojan Coach John McKay 
has gotten a pair of Southern
Cal alumni - Anthony Davis
on rebound from the World
and Canadian football leagues
and, on the first pick of the
draft, Ricky Bell. The Bucs'
ground game could be ruin);
dazzling this year.
The Redskins, under Coach
George Allen's tutelage,
became instant contenders by
importing a ton of proven
talent. To do so, though,
Washington dealt away a ton
of draft choices - sometimes
unloading choices that didn't
belong to therri., Just an
oversight, of course.
When the draft concluded
Wednesday night, 335 players
had been selected - 190 of-
fensive players and 145
defenders. Thirteen kickers or
punters were taken.
Taken were 52 running
backs, 46 defensive backs, 38
linebackers, 37 wide
receivers, 29 tackles, 25
guards, 25 defrsive 'ends, 23
defensive tackles, 18 quar-
terbacks, 18 tighCends, 11
centers, 10 kickers and 3
punters.
For the first time in recent
draft history, no Notre Dame
player was taken.
SISK MEMORIAL AWARD-Mrs. Joao Sisk receives a kiss
from Al Martin who won the first snow& Morgan Sisk Memorial
Award. Watching is Big AI aub president Dick Stoat. The Big ht
Oub, of which the late Dr. Sisk wes a key member, was hi-












Have a ball at the beach with Radio
Shack's extra-heavy vinyl beachball -
I.for only a dime! Inflates to 36" around,
and intended to remind you of our low
UN-inflated everyday prices. 









HURRY! Get our TRC-9 mobile 3-channel CB radio at $35 off
regular low price! Features ANL and squelch control. Ready
to use on Ch. 9, add crystals for any two more channels. •
Backed by 16 years of CB know-how!
SAVE 30% gNSITTUEO
At home- stereo sound in
your car at a $15 discount! Rest 3 95
Easy installation under
Hurry Supply Limited!




SCT-9 recordiplay deck with
'Dolby noise reduction,
auto-stop, memory rewind. 14-869more!








• Mini AM-FM Radio
Croft Where You Go
• fnctudes Earphone







• Perfect tor Taping Lectures
• Auto-Record-Level. Built-In Mike







• Cordless • 1-23 Hour Timing Range
• UL Usted • 15 Amp. /875 Waft
RADIO SHACKS 1977 PRICES ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1% OF OUR LOW 1975 PRICES
1211% Street Ext.
Phan 753-7100





10-0 Friday 1-4 Sunday
Mit( tSmor VAR, AT INNVIDUAl STORES
•
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SPECIAL AWARD WINNERS—Those who won special awards at the MSU Sports Banquet are toprow, left to right, Al Martin, Melo Scholar Athlete and Morgan Sisk Memorial Award; Eddie Mc-Farland, outstanding male athlete; Deveyerren, outstanding male freshman athlete; and MaryJane Gates, outstanding female freshmen athlete. Front row, Camille Baker, female :cholerathlete; and Koren Wilson, outstanding female athlete.
ALL-AMERICANS—Coech Bill Cornell (right) presents FAertyn Brewer his All-America cer-
tificate. Brewer is one of the four members of the MSU two-mile relay team which pieced fifth in
the NCAA Indoor Meet. Left to right are Pot Chimes, Dove Warren and Tony Keener, who Is hid-
den by Brewer. All the members of the teem, with the exception of Brewer who is a Junior, are
freshmen.
• ' Approximately 500 Attend MSU Sports Banquet
Al Martin, Karen Wilson And
Eddie McFarland Reap Honors
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
In one of the most enjoyable
Murray State All-Sports
Banquets_ ever _ held. Eddie
McFarland and Karen Wilson
reaped the main hardware at
the event Wednesday night at
the MSU Student Union
Center.
McFarland was honored by
KFVS-TV in Cape Girardeau
as the Outstanding Male
Athlete of the Year. The
award was voted upon by all
the coaches of men's sports.
Karen Wilson, whO holds a
bundle of track records,
received the Murray Ledger &
Times Outstanding Female
Athelete of the Year Award.
The highlight of the banquet
was two-fold this year. First of
all, there was the first annual
Morgan Sisk Memorial
Award.
The award, installed by the
Big M Club in honor of the late
Dr. Sisk, went to football star
Al Martin. The award was
presented by Mrs. Jane Sisk.
Martin, a linebacker from
DuQuoin, Ill., will get to keep
a beautiful hand-made, pure
bronze on..granite trophy and
his name will be on a plaque
on a larger model of the
trophy, which will stay in,tlie
Racer Room at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
The second -highlight was
the induction of two former
great athletes into the'Hall of
Fame.
They were former track star
George Freeman and baseball
standout George Dugan, -
Freeman, who in the mid
1960's gained national
OK-eminence at Murray, now
works with the Louisville
-"feeteation departrhent.
He holds the school record
with a 9.3 in the 100-yard dash
and a 20.8 in the 220-yard dash,
both marks while running on
the cinders at old Cutchin
• Stadium.-
As a sophomore, he won the
100-yard dash in the U. S.
Track and Field Federation
Championships and- finished
third in the NCAA Cham-
.pionirhips:
A confident and almost
Muhammad Ali-type athlete.HALL OF FAMEPS—Jim Freemen and George Dugan were honored by being admitted to the Hell _Freeman never lost in the 100of Fame in a special ceremony at the MSU All-Sports Banquet Wednesday night. Freeman was on — a the 220 at Murray.outstanding track performer who still holds many recoeds and Devon's records in baseball may There were times when he'dnever be broken. From left to right are Sill Fergerson, Jim Freemen, George Dugan and Johnny • be so far ahead in a race, he'dReagan. Furgerson was Freeman's track coach for three years and Reagan coached Dugan. turn around and motion his
challengers to come on up and
Join him.
"Being inducted into the
Hall of Fame means more to
me than any award I've ever
.won. Ws impossible to .put
down on paper what • you feel_
inside.
"There are a lot of people
who kept me going and they
-share a big part in this
award," Freeman said., .
Dugan pitched for iht
'Breds from 1962 through 1%5
He won 25 games in his career
five more than the nearest
man to him.
His career earned rim
average was an unorthodox
1.10. Per nine inning outing. he
averaged 14 strikeouts, onl
two walks and averaged
giving up just four hits.
At one point, he won nine.,
consecutive games. He hurled
a no-hitter, four one-hitters
and four two-hitters. He onf •
struck out 19 batters in •
game. During his career,
lost just five contests.
Three times he played
OVC Champions and once, !
0.29 earned run average II,:
the nation. Dugan ni.c.k
coaches baseball at Poi).
County High School 1 7
Golconda, Ill. •




All ladies' Dresses & Pant Suits irs , misses 8 boll sizes 10% OFF
Good Selection
Ladies Purses, Costume Jewelry, Scarves, Gowns, Pajamas, Robes & lingerie
One Group
Ladies Pant. Uniforms Value. W;, SAO $12.99
Good Selection ladies' Blouses Sizes 32 to 16
One Table Ladies' Slacks values to 59 99 Sole $4.99
Need a Gift for Mother's Day or for the Graduate
Shop Settle Workman - Free Gift Wrapping
MEN'S DEPARTMENT
All Men's Spring & Summer Suits
One Table Men's Dress Shirts
Good Selection Men's Shirts
New Shipment Men's Knit Sport Shirts S-M L XL
Men's Knit Rugby Shirts
$10.00 OH fet4ei Dna
Reg 58 99 SALE $6.99
by WIng Sozes 14 thru 19
SPECIAL $6.99
Good Selection of Men's Underwear by Hones
- Brieh & Shorts Sim 30 Ike 52_•
Undershirts & I-Skirts All Site
Good Selection of Men's Dress Straw Hats Sizes 63 4 thro 75 8
New Shipment Men's Cotton & Polyester Robes $7.99
New Shipment Men's Pajamas reg 8 toil, sizes o thru e
New Shipment Men s Dress Shoes
Need work shoes? Check 04.' WOrk shoe dept. Sizes 61/4
triple E
to 12 width C thni
Children's - Boys & Girls
Good Selection Children's Clothes 9 mos thru 21 mos Shorts, Tops, Sun Suits", Jumpsuits, Bub-
ble Suits, Overalls etc.
Good selection, Shorts, jeans & Tops for the girls 2 yrs thru 14
Good Selection Boys jeans, shm 5 reg sizes 6 thru 18
Good Selection of Tank Tops & Short Sleeve Shrits, 011 Sores
Shop our shoe dept. where you will find canvas shoes, carl, dress and work
shoes, for the entire family.
Neer Skierniet Pre tea end Converse.
Shop Settle-Workman for all 'bur clothing needs Where you will fuid qualot) merchandise at
reasonable price We appreciate your business
"A lot of people are part-of
the award. 1 had three fine
_catchers at Murray and
lithout a catcher, a pitcher is
lost. There were eight -other
people out on the diamond,
catching the ball and doing the
job
-Those people deserve the
award as much as I do,"
Dugan said.
Besides Wilson, McFarland
and the Sisk Award, won by
Martin, there were some other
high points in the event.
Mayfield Messenger sports
eslitor Mike Turley presented
the Outstanding Freshman.
Athlete Award to Mary Jane
Gates for the women and Dave
Warren for the men.
Eddie Hunt of Dennison-
Hunt Sporting Good presented
the Female Scholar Athlete
Award to Camille Baker while
Pat Moynihan of the Paducah
Suri-Democrat presented the
Male Scholar Athlete Award
to Al Martin.
MSU athletic director Cal
Luther gave a capsule sum-
mary of each sport and later
in the program; recognized
track coach Bill Cornell who
presented All-American
certificates to four of his track
team members. •
The four, Pat Chimes, Dave
Warren. Martyn.Brewer and
Tony Keener, were all
members of the two-mile
relay learn which placed fifth
in the NCAA Indoor Cham-
pionships at Detroit.
The cross country team' of
Cornell's:, lost only one dual
meet and Brewer, Brian
Rutter - and to Richard
Charleston . were all named
All-OVC.
The women's cross country
team of Margaret Simmons
placed third in the KWIC and
Glenda Calabro set a ner
MSU record in the three-mile
run.
Luther, taking each sport on
a chronological basis, then
moved on to football where the
Racers • finished third in , the
league and _had _four players
named to the All-OVC First
Team_ They wadded .Chuck_
Wempe, Eddie McFarland,
Hank I.agorce and Bruce
Walker.
In addition, Luther pointed
out the defensive team had-40
fumble recoveries and 22
interceptions during the 11-
game season, which surely
had to rate among the best in
the nation.
McFarland was honored by
being named to the Division II
Academic All-American
Team. .
In basketball, coach Fred
Playoffs At
A Glance






Montreal at New York Island-
ers, Montreal leads series 3-2.
Saturday's Game
New York Islanders at Mon-
treal, if necessary
Pro Basketball At A Glance





Los Angeles 97. Golden State




Houston at Philadelphia. first
ame of series
Friday's Game
Portland at Los Angeles. first
ame of series
ROWLETT HONORED—Retiring MSU women's basketball
oath Dewdrop Rowlett win honored at the All-Sports Banquet
Wednesday night. Behind Coach Rowlett is MSU athletic direc-
tor Cal Luther.
Overton was named as the co-
Coach of the Year in the
league as his club posted a 17-
10 Season record. Grover.
Woolard and Mike Muff bottr-
were named to the first team,
All-OVC.
Luther called this past
season's cagers "one of the
school's most exciting teams
ever."
The women's basketball
team finished 11-16 with the
highlight of their season being
a 77'-61 upset win over Western
Kentucky, which was
regarded as one of the top
teams in the state.
In addition, Jackie Jo
Mounts was named ti, the All-
KWIC Team.
The indoor track season
produced six new school
records and of course, had
four men as All-Americans as
a result- of their fifth-place
finish in the two-mile relay
event at the NCAA Cham-
pionships.
Six new school marks also
fell during the outdoor season.
In addition, Martyn Brewer -
has qualified for the NCAA
Championships in the 1500-
meter run and three others
have qualified for the USTFF
Meet.
Murray's track team also
produced a winner in the. 
distancemedley relay at the
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville.
A young and inexperienced
women's track team placed
fourth of 12 in the MSU In-
vitational and finished fourth
in the KWIC Meet.
In addition, Karen Wilson
five times has met the stan-
dard which qualifies her for -
the national championships in
Los Angeles in the 100-meter
hurdles.
A total of eight new marks
were 5et by the Racer
women's track team.
John Reagan's baseball
team finished a 29-15 season
earlier this week.
It marked the 20th con-
secutive winning season for
Reagan. Murray finished
.serond in the western division
of the league and has finished
no worse in 20 consecutive
seasons also.
Greg Tooley was the triple
crown winner for the 'Breds,
leading in homers, batting
average and runs batted in.
His 11 homers ties the
previous school record shared
by Hoosier natives Rick
Weisman and Steve Barrett.
The MSU tennis team
finished its record at 8-13 but
showed much improvement in
the final weeks. In fact, the
Racers won five of their last
six matches.
The Racer netters will be
participating in the OVC
Championships at Bowling
Green Saturday.
The women's tennis team of
Coach Nita Head finished 17-7
and second in the KWIC. Four
members of the team have
qualified for AIW Regional
competition. Also during the
season, the Racer women
were third out of 18 teams—at
the prestigious UTM In-
vitational.
Karen Weis begins as the
conferences singles champion
and she teamed with Sindy
Macovik to win the KWIC
doubles title.
The Racer golf team has
finished third- in two con-
ference matches this season.
Kevin Klier has averaged
73.8 per round this,spring.
The Racer golfers will
participate in the OVC
Championships May 16 and 17.
In addition to all the other
awards, MVP's in each sport
were also honored at the
banquet.
Public al ad paid for
J.H. (Hardiman)
Nix
desires to be your
City Councilman for
f Ward 11
te Thank You in Advance For Your Help
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MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL
FREE FIXIN'S
• 2 Free Fixin's with 15-pc Bucket
• 3 Free Fixin's with 21-pc Barrel
. Your CnoiGe of Fix le Potator“,
Coleslaw Macaroni ' id P-4 -it,)
Congealed Salad,, Ur-- -1,rit ,
Package r) f R01 15






AMERICAS COUNTRY GOOD MEAL
•
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LOS ANGELES ( AP ) —
They were both All-Americans
at UCLA and now the match-
up will be Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar against Bill Walton as
the Los Angeles Lakers battle




starts Friday night at the
Forum, home of the Lakers
and where they've compiled a
41-4 record this season.
The latest was a 97-84
triumph Wednesday night
over the Golden State
Warriors, who had beaten the
Lakers three times in Oakland
but lost all four playoff games
at the Forum.
Abdul-Jabbar, who was Lew
Alcindor when he played at
UCLA. stands 7-foot-2, which
gives film a three-inch height
advantage over Walton, who
followed him at UCLA.
"He's a good center and
they're a good team," said
Abdul-Jabbar, who
spearheaded the Laker attack
in the triumphant quarter-
finals. He scored 40 or more
points in four games and 36 in
the last one.
"It's going to be a tough
series. There's no doubt that
the home court is an ad-
vantage, at least it has been
for us this year. But I've seen
things turn around quickly."
They did just that in the
finale against Golden State.
The Warriors built a 14-point
advantage with two minutes
gone in the second period and
then Coach Jerry West sent in
reserve guard Bo Lamar. The
Softball Meeting -
Set For Tonight
A meeting for the -girls'
softball league will be held at 7
p. M. tonight at the city hall in
Murray.
All interested parents and
coaches are urged to attend
the meeting.
veteran of the American
Basketball Association hit for
10 points in 10 minutes and
sparked a Laker comeback to
a 48-46 halftime advantage.
The keys to our win were
Lamar, Tom Abernethy and
Earl Tatum," said West of his
reserves. Tatum scored 12 and
Abernethy five while also
getting six rebounds.
And the Warriors scoring
ace, Rick Barry, collected just
15 points, leaving Jamaal
Wilkes the high point scorer
for the visitors with 24.
Still, the big man was Abdul-
Jabbar, who hauled down 26
rebounds, his high for the
season, as the Lakers con-
tinued to surprise by reaching
the semifinals.
Portland got there Sunday
with a fourth victory over
Denver which won just two.
During the regular season,
the Lakers won the Pacific
Division title with a 53-29
record while Portland was 49-
33. In head-to-head com-
petition, the Lakers won three
of four.
Cut And Dried!
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) —
Lafayette Norwood, Wichita
Heights basketball coach, is
heading for the Kansas
Jayhawks as an assistant
coach, according to the
Wichita Eagle.
The development could end
one of the more celebrated
recruiting efforts for
basketball star Darnell
Valentine, who helped lead
Wichita Heights to a 23-0
record this season.
Valentine is expected to sign
a national letter of intent with
Kansas soon. The Jayhawits
and North Carolina have been
locked in a recruiting battle
for Valentine, the 6-foot-1
guard who was named a high
school All-American.
BASKETBALL
SAO PAULO, Brazil — The
University of Arkansas won
the Governor's Cup basketball
Tournament by beating
Brazil's All Stars 73-69.
TOP FEMALE WINNER — Eaten Wilson won the Outstanding
Female Athlete Award t the lASU Sports Banquet Wednesday
night. The award, sponsored by lb. Murray lodgar & Times, is
presented by !Adger & Times sports editor Mike Brandon.





SAT. & Sun. Only
Choose a special gift for Mom
from our assortment of
Beautiful Hanging Baskets
New shipment of pottery-
Excellent selection now available




Hwy. 641 N. (5 mi. from Murray) in Almo
753-9946
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
sports
Miiiray Ledger 8r Times
Palmer Continues To
Confuse Batters In AL
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Jim Palmer doesn't like the
way he's pitching.
Neither does Milwaukee,
Texas, Detroit and now
Oakland, for that matter.
Oakland got its dose of non-
vintage Palmer Wednesday
night, falling victim to the ace
right-hander's seven-hitter as
the Baltimore Orioles crushed
the A's-9-2.
"I haven't thrown the ball
well the last couple of starts,"
said Palmer, who hasn't given
up more than two runs in any
of his six starts this season. "I
haven't had my good rhyth-
m."
After losing to Texas 2-1 in
10 innings opening day,
Palmer beat Milwaukee 1-0 on
a two-hitter, beat Texas 5-0 on
a three-hitter and beat Detroit
3-1 on a four-hitter. He also
was involved in a no-decision
game when he pitched 10
innings against California and
left with the score tied, 2-2.
The American League Cy
Young Award winner three of
the last four seasons, Palmer
sports an earned run average
of 1.13 this season.
"I can pitch better," he
said. . —
Lee_ May hit a grand-Slam
homer during a five-run
Baltimore first inning, and the
Orioles led 7-0 after two in-
nings.
May's .eighth careerer
grand slam came after the
Orioles had loaded the bases
on Al Bumbry's double and a
pair of walks off Dock Ellis.
who's been bombarded in both
his starts since being traded
from the Yankees to Oakland.
His ERA for the two games is
20.26.
Red Sox 5, Mariners 2
Jim Rice's hitting and
Reggie Cleveland's pitching
did in the expansion Mariners.
Rice slugged a -homer and a
triple in support of Cleveland;
2-2, who gave up eight hits in
eight innings. Reliever Bill
Campbell took care of the
Mariners in the ninth.
Blue Jays 10, Brewers 3
Dave McKay, a switch
hitter with a .191 average,
decided last week to bat right-
handed exclusively. That
switch paid off against the
Brewers as McKay knocked in
three runs, two with a homer
in the seventh.
Bill Singer gained his first
victory in five decisions,
yielding five hits and two runs
in six innings.
Indians 6, Twins 5
Buddy Bell's seventh-inning
single - off the glove of short-
stop Roy Smalley scored Fred
Kendall with the winning run.
Minnesota reliever Tom
Johnson walked Kendall with
one out in the seventh. Duane
Kuiper moved Kendall to third
with a single before Bell
cracked his hit up the middle.
White Sox 6, Royals 3
Chet Lemon belted a 475-foot
homer in the eighth inning and
Oscar Gamble slammed a
two-run shot in the ninth,
powering the White Sox over
the Royals.
Lemon's blast, his fourth of
the season, was believed to be
the first ball hit into the left-
center field water fountains
since Royals' Stadium opened
in 1973.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK — Ron Cey of
the Los Angeles Dodgers and
.Torn Seaver of the New York
Mets were selected player and
pitcher of the month by the
National League.
NEW YORK — Otto Velez of
the Toronto Blue Jays was
named the American
Leaiue't Player of the Month.
BADMINTON
MALMOE, Sweden —
Flemming Delis of Denmark,
surviving a disqualification
threat, recorded an 11-15, 15- 0,
Unbeaten Seattle Slew Heads
Field Of 15 Entered In Derby
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Unbeaten Seattle Slew, the
heavy favorite, today became
the first horse entered for
Saturday's 103rd running of
the Kentucky Derby when
trainer Billy Turner dropped
the colt's name into the entry
box shortly after 8 a.m.
A heavy downpour whichitit
Louisville about two hours
before the entry box opened
clogged some roads and may
have delayed some horsemen
from entering • their mounts
earlier.
Turner said Seattle Slew
would not work out as
scheduled today because of
the muddy track but Would
work out on Friday.
Mickey Taylor, whose wife
Karen is listed as Seattle
Slew's owner, said "we've
covered every eventuality
except one. We should have
brought some oars."
The extended forecast for
Saturday called for a chance
of afternoon showers.
For The Moment, winner of
the Blue Grass Stakes over a
sloppy track at Keeneland on
April 72, was next to be
entered. LeRoy Jolley, trainer
of Gerald Robins' colt, said
when advised that his was the
third horse entered today,
"maybe we ought to stop
taking entries right now."
Regarding possible off-
track conditions Saturday,
Jolley said, "I'd like the track
to be as 'Safe as possible,
period. We've got a whole year
left after this race."
Angel Cordero Jr. was
named to ride For The
15-6 victory over Ray Stevens moment.
of England to win the first Sir Sir, owned by the La
world badminton cham- Luna
pionShip. 
 Stable, Darby Dan
Farm's Sanhedrin, and
BWarnalr.011 Farm's Get The
Axe were the next to join
the field.
Jesus Rodriguez was neved
to ride Sir Sir, Jorge
Velasquez is Sanhedrin's
jockey and Bill Shoemaker
has his 20th Derby mount on
Get The Axe.
Sanhedrin finished a fast-
closing second to Seattle Slew
in the Wood Memorial.
Sir Sir and Get The Axe are
yet to win a race this year.
Trainer Smiley Adams
dropped in the names of his
entry, Run Dusty Run, the
runnerup in the Blue Grass
Stakes, and Bob's Dusty.
Run Dusty Run is owned by
Golden Chance Farm and
Bob's Dusty is owned by
Robert Lehmann, son of
Golden Chance Farm owner
Mrs. Robert Lehmann.
Darrell McHargue will ride
Run Dusty Run and Julio
Espinoza rides Bob's Dusty.
Nasty Stable's Flag Officer,
the Illinois Derby winner and
son of Hoist The Flag, was
entered. Leslie Ahrens has the
mount.
Joseph Roebling's Western
Wind, a winner of three of four
starts this year, was the 10th
horse to be entered.
Western Wind also finished
third in the Blue Grass. Ron
Turcotte gets the ride.
Then _trainer Laz Barrera,
who saddled 1976 Derby
winner Bold Forbes, entered
Harbor View Farm's Affiliate,
winner of three of eight starts
on the West Coast. He finished
second in the Hollywood
Derby and will be ridden by
Laff it Pincay.
Canadian-bred Giboulee,
owned by Jean Louis
Levesque, also joined the
field. Giboulee, winner of
Keeneland's Calumet Purse
by a nose over Run Dusty Run
last month, will be ridden by
Jeff Fell.
The field grew -to 14, the
maximum that can be held in
a single starting gate, when
Hollywood Derby winner
Steve's Friend and Nostalgia,
winner of the Stepping Stone
Purse at Keeneland, were
entered.
Best Person, third-place
finisher in the Arkansas
Derby and owned by Cal
Partee, became the 15th en-
trant. Garth Patterson will be
in the irons.
The entry box closed at 10
a.m. with 15 colts entered.
It cost $4,000 to enter today
and owners will have to put up
an additional $3,500 to start
their horses.
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Chase And Pryor Specials Tonight
May Leave Something To Be Desired
LOS ANGELES ( AP) -
Chevy Chase, the "Saturday
Night" graduate, and Richard
Pryor, a Grade-A comic,
writer and actor, each have
one-hour specials coming up
on NBC Tonight. Now, for the
bad news.
Save for a few inspired
moments, neither show hacks
it.
The Chase hour, the first of
several prime-timers he'll do,
displays generally brittle
"National Lampoon" satire
that might be funny in print
but doesn't play too well on the
tube.
Prypr's show - NBC says
he'll have one every Tuesday
next fall opposite ABC's hit
"Happy Days" and "Laverne
and Shirley" - only
sporadically shows off his
formidable comedy talent.
The Chase venture, which
airs first, starts with the
announcement: "Because of
the following special program,
'Deep Throat' will not be seen
tonight."
Then Chase appears and,
after warning the show "may
not be suitable for children ...
or the elderly," launches
proceedings that include:
-An unfunny "Let's Make a
Deal" spoof where a con-
testant deals herself a spinal
tap. It's followed by an equally
lame bit about an old lady in a
long-distance phone com-
mercial.
-A lightweight jest with
In Concert
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heavyweights Duane Bobick,
Ken Norton and Jimmy Ellis
booked to fight each other
simultaneously ( and provide
two plugs for a coming Nor-
ton-Bobick dispute for real on
NBC).
-A labored "Ask Dr.
Chase" medical segment in
which youths seek advice. One
lad is from "Juan Corona High
School," no doubt named after
the man convicted of 25
murders in California a few
years ago.
-Good takeoffs on "60
Minutes," televised golf, O.J.
Sirnpson's Hertz car com-
mercials and Jack LaLanne's
health spa ads ( in which
LaLanne appears to tout
physical fitness for the dead).
To sum up, the Chase hour
- which co-stars and barely
uses the gifted Tim Conway -
tries mightily for adult satire,
but usually achieves only
junioric humor, one grade
above sophomoric.
Pryor's show is the better
one and gets off to a nice start
when he's accosted by a lady
who reminds him the Bible
says "thou shalt not deny the
Rev. James L. White a prime-
tirne guest shot."
It sets the stage for him to
appear as the reverend, a
gaudy money-grubber. In a
gospel-telethon show, he
grouses: "We're not getting
the crossover bucks ... the
white folks' money ... what
we're lookin' for is the Billy
Graham money."
Other good bits: The Pips
singing without Gladys Knight
and Pryor as Uganda
president Icii Amin, saying, "I
love American people. I want
to say I had two for lunch."
Unfortunately, the hour's
pace isn't crisp and its writing
tends more to messages of
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*Experienced *Honest *Sober *Fair
Once Again my Claulifications
7 years experience at MSU as security officer AL
Correction officer at Eddyville State Penitentiary
Very extensive training including:
O2 semesters at MSU Law Enforcement
*several schools on drug identification and control
*traffic control
*dissident groups
*bomb scare ‘ident. & search)
*prisoner control & handling
*weapons, (ident. & control)
Some things I will work for if elected
*To the business people of Murray and Calloway Co. I promise to make an effort
to collect all bad checks before any prosecution.
*To be very strict on drug enforcement and to continue to find ways of in-
forming young people of Calloway Co. of identifying and learning the effects of
drugs.-
'The formiag of an auxiliary police force the more you get involved in this the
more eyes you have for the police
*Having well qualified deputies and officer personnel.
*An office secretary capable of collecting and being responsible for taxes.
If you want a well qualified and experienced person for sheriff
the next 4 years then vote for
JOE BEARD
No.9on the Ballot
And Remember It's Time For
A Change








Mrs. Wanda L. Vaughn, 1604
Dodson, Murray, 'Mrs. Martha
J. Wooldridge and Baby Girl,
R. 2, Mayfield, William E.
I.uker, R. I, Box 38, Cottage
Grove, In., Mrs. Barbara G.
Potts. R. I. Kirksey, Mrs.
Sandra K. Gallimore, R. I,
Box 138, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn E. Green, R. 1,
Hardin, Miss Sandy L.
Phillips, 6264 Hester Hall,
MSU, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
L. Tharpe, R. 2, Puryear, Mrs.
Lula Mae Harris, R. 1,
Sedalia, Mrs. Ruby E.
Lampkins, R. 2, Box 56-B,
Murray, Mrs. Effie S.
Markham, Puryear, Nursing
Home, Puryear. Tn., Mrs.
Minnie M. Pittman, New
Concord, Galen Miller (ex-
pired), R. 3 Box 317, Murray,
Ernest D. Roberts (expired),







Baby Boy Stewart (mottier,
,Joce), H. 2, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs Margaret J. Thacker,
1; 1. Sedalia, Mrs. Bonita - G.
Hale and Baby Girl, R. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Ronne
Clevidence and Baby Boy, R.
3. Benton, Mrs. Hannah M.
Sego and Baby Boy, R. 8,
Benton, Mrs. Sherla J.
Adams, R.-8, Murray, Robert
A Hill, 1706 Keenland,
Murray, Miss Lisa A. (ream,
It 1, Springville, Tn., Mrs. Sue
B Hall, Box 233, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Irene Hopper, R. 1,
Almo-, -Mrs. Annie S. Bybee,
New Concord, Mrs. Grace
Barnes, 820 Hurt St., Murray,
Kenton T. White, R. 2, Hazel,
Virgil E. Darnell, R. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Gracie D.
Wilson, 506 S. 6th St., Murray,







Mrs. Frankie N. Starks, R.
1, Almo, Mrs. Mary L. Miles,
1505 Oxford, Murray, Mrs.
Jane A. Pierce, R. 2, Murray, •
Mrs. Jean B. Murphy and
Baby Boy, R. 3,Nurray, Mri.
Delene Lee Humphreys, 1416
Porter Ct.. Paris. Tn.,
Dolphus B. Denham, R. 8, Box
1225, Murray, Thomas H.
Mann, India Rd., Paris, Tn.,
Johnny W. Herndon, R. 8, Box
314 Murray, Barry Lee Travis,
1407 Vine St., Murray, Mrs.
Clara 5. Stubblefield, R. 1 Box
92, Murray, Mrs. Eala J.
Stone, R. 8, Box 20, Murray,
Robert L. Waters, R. 4, Box 24,
Murray, Francis A. E.
Calvert, R. 5, Box 69i,
Murray, Mrs. Helen Clark,
Box 5, Dexter, Mrs. Ophelia
Potts, R. 3, Fulton, H.A.
Newport. R. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Bernie Adams, R. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Lillie E. Jackson, R. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Binnia E. York,
R. 1, Benton, Mrs. Annie H.
Adams, K. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Hattie Paschall, R. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Dorothy N.
Higgins, R. 7, Box 310,
Murray, Mrs. Pearl!. Johnson
lexpired), 833 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, John M. Nance















all the following stockyards will be.
CLOSED
SATURDAYS
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Celebrate Spring At
A Kentucky Day Park
After the worst of all win-
ters, Kentuckians and Ken-
tucky's visitors are
welcoming spring to the
Bluegrass with leisurely visits
to the "day parks" in the state
park system.
Lots of wide open spaces to
fly a kite, play softball, throw
a Frisbee or just spread a
blanket on the ground and
bask in the welcome—spring
sunshine. that's Kentucky's
day parks - so called to
distinguish them from the
more elOorate Resort Parks
with their lodges and cottages
and fine dining rooms.
Under huge spreading shade
trees, picnic tables just
waiting to be loaded with fried
chicken, potato salad and cool
drinks; grills for cooking
steaks or hot dogs; beaches
and pools for watery fun or
just working on a tan; ex-
cursion boats, pedal boats,
fishing boats. . . that's Ken-
tucky's day parks, toot
Martha Ruth Neergaard
Moore of Paris, Tenn., a
voice major at Murray State
University, will present her
senior recital on the campus-
Friday, May 6. Scheduled at
8:15 p. m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
program will include selec-
tions for the soprano by Sec-
chi, Antes, Buxtehude, Hahn,
Niles, and Boatner. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C
Neergaard, Knoxville, and
wife of George F. Moore,
Paris, Mrs. Moore is involved
in the First Baptist Church in
Paris as a member and ac-
tive participant in the Chan-
cel Choir, Adult Handbell
Choir, and—director of the
Young Musicians Choir. She







kebscreers vibe Nye pet
received Noir bome-dekvered
copy of The Merrey Ledger &
Times by 5:30 gait. Monday-
Friday or by 3:30 osi Satyr-
days ere wiped to cell 753.1916
between 5:30 p.a. end 6 p.n.,
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Yibrerever you are in
Kentucky, there's probably
a state park nearby. And for
the cost of your gas to and
from the park, you can enjoy a
full day of relaxation, en-
tertainment even education.
There's never an admission
charge to any Kentucky state'
park, though you will pay for
certain tours.
A number of the parks are
located in historically
significant areas and offer
fascinating museums, shrines
and other attractions. For a
nominal fee, you and your
family can see craftsmen in
pioneer dress working on
Kentucky handmade crafts,at
Fort Boonesborough neat
Richmond; wander through a
museum depicting ice-age
mammals at Big Bone Lick in
Boone County; see My Old
Kentucky Home, the house
Stephen Foster made .famous
in Bardstown; or see first-
hand how, early Kentuckians
lived at Old Fort Harrod ir
Harrodsburg.
Many parks are located by a
lake or river and offer the day-
visitor most any kind of water
sport and activity. Launch
your boat in Lake Malone in
Muhlenberg County, Kincaid
Lake near Falmouth or Green
River Lake in Taylor and
Adair counties for a day of
cruising. Or go to Cum-
berland, in far eastern Ken-
tucky, and spend a ' lazy af-
ternoon on the banks of the 3-
acre lake in Kingdom Come
State Park casting for trout,
bass, catfish and bluegill.
For those who enjoy day-
hiking, an activity which is
becoming more popular every
year, the state's day parks are <
ideal. Almost all the pa
offer hiking trails; some in
areas of historical interest,
including Columbus-Belmont
Battlefield , along the
Mississippi in Hickman
County, Levi Jackson
Wilderness Road in Laurel
County and Blue Licks Bat-
tlefield near Mount Olivet.
Some are gentle paths suitable
for the whole family, and for
the adventurous there are
rougher, more challenging
trails. There are nature walks
with tree tags and markers
along the way explaining
about the native plant and,
animal life. John James
Audubon State Park near
Henderson has a trail for the
handicapped.
There's- almost no limit to
the activities you'll find in the
parks. There's horseback
riding at Levi Jackson, golf in
several of the parks, gift shops
to browse through, tennis,
archery, shuffleboard,
miniature golf, horseshoe
courts. . . you name it,
chances are you can have it, at
Kentucky's day parks.
Most all park facilities will
be in full operation Memorial
Day. So, pack a picnic lunch,
load up the family and drive to
the. park nearest you. You
might just find yourself
planning another outing the
next weekend!
The leopard seal is the only
seal that habitually feeds on
warm-blooded animals. It kills
and eats other seals, penguins'
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with $12.50 add. purchase
excluding tobacco 8 dairy.





with $12.50 Add. Pur. Excluding
Tobacco 8 Dairy Products
Both These Super Values































89' HAMBURGER HELPER 8 oz 59c
46 oz 49` l 
Hyde
hiP rBERRY JUICE 16 oz 3/$1.00
Colonial Powdered





14 or. 29 pennies
Chef Boy Ar Dee Spaghetti
SAUCE
Chef Boy Ar Dee
LASGNA, RAVIOLI,
SPAGHETTI-MEAT BALLS





New Filter Blend Lipton
TEA - makes 210 cups 17 oz.
Glad Food Storage
4 oz 99C BAGS
Glad Large Garbage
17 oz 4/89' BAGS
Square Meal








The Best Meats In Town
U. S. Choice Tender Cut
CHUCK ROAST
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Practicing for the Skateboard Contest to be held Satur-
day, May 7, at the Roy Stewart Stadium Parking Lot,
Murray State University, sponsored by the Murray
Kiwanis Club, are, left to right, Terry Jones, Mike Daniel,
Joe Jones, and Jeff Miller. This contest for the youth of
Murray and Calloway County will start with registration
at 9:00 a. m. with an entry fee of fifty cents. Trophies
will be awarded to first and second place winners in
each of the three groups of Grades 9 through 12, Grades
6 through 8, and Grades 5 and below. The three main
events for each age group will be maneuvering skills,
timed slalom, and free-style. Each contestant must have





The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at the services at eleven
a. m. and 7:15 p. m. on Sun-
day, May 8. Sunday School
will be at ten a. m. and Church
Training will be at 6:30 p. m.
Selections by the Adult
Choir, directed by Tommy
Scott with Mrs. Scott as
pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale as
organist, will be "My Tribute"
and "We're Not' Strangers
Anymore" at the morning
services. Miss Judy Hughes
was organist on May 1.
Raymond Matheny, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
morning services. On May 1
the deacon of the week was
Jim Kuykendall. Jerry
Windsor, phone 753-7944, is
driver of the church bus for
May. In charge of the
Children's Church for May are
Jack and Ava Watkins.
The Youth will meet at six p.
m. for practice and Will sing in
the evening service.
Volunteer nursery workers
for May 8 will be Mrs. Willie
Vance, Mrs. Betty Gentry,
and Mrs. Bera Wells. Serving
as volunteer nursery workers
on May 1 were Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Lovins, Mrs. Jane












on and the Business
Office may be




Worship services will be
held at the St. John's
Episcopal Church, located at
Main and Broach Streets,
Murray, on Sunday, May 8.
The celebration of Holy
Communion will be held at
830 a. m. with Duncan Hart
serving as acolyte.
At 9:45 a. m. morning
prayer services will be held
with Steve Hale as the lay




be held at eleven a. m.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows
Indus. As'  +4.24
Aire° 32 +
Am. Motors 4% unc
Ashland Oil 34% +44
A. T. & T 6V+ +
Ford Motor 55's
C,en. Dynamics .... 56% +l.
Gen. Motors 705 -4
Gen. Tire 
Goodrich 30% +14
Gulf Oil Wa +,
Pennwalt 37 All
Quaker Oats 22% +
Republic Steel 32% +4
Singer Mfg 22% + 4
Tappan 10% unc
Western Union 17% unc
Zenith Radio 21% +14
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First- of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray.. are as follows:
Heublein Inc. 234 unc
McDonald, Corp. 40% -4-L4
Ponderosa Systems 7% -4
Kimberly Clark • 45% +4
Union Carbide 543  +4
W.R. Grace 304 -'14
Texaco 20%
General Elec 554 +
GAF Carp 12% +hi
Georgia P'acific 314 -i-
Pfizer 304 +4
Jim Walters 33% unc
Kirsch 15% +4
Disney 36% +4
Franklin Mint 17% uric
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service May
5,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog .Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 2311 Ed- 400 Barrows &
Gilts .25 higher Sows steady- .50 lower
US 1-2200-220 lbs. Pt 25-38.50
US 1-33120440 lb.  $311.0040.25
US 2-4240-260 the. $37 .50-3000
US 34 2180-2110 lbs. 136.75-,37.50.
Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bs. . . . 931.50-32.00
US 1-3300450 the.. . . 132.00-32.50
US 1-3450450 the. . $32.50-33.50

































services will be held Sunday,
May 8, during the morning
worship at eleven a. m. at the
Poplar Spring,Baptist Church.
The Rev. Lloyd Perrin,
minister, said the oldest
mother, the youngest mother,
and the mother with the most
children will, be recognized.
Sunday School will be at ten
A potluck supper will be at
six p. m. to honor all
elementary, high. school and
college graduates of the
church followed by a special
program by Sunshower,
musical outreach group from
the Memorial Baptist Church
with the Rev. Ron Hampton as
director.
HONORED BY STUDENTS—The residents of Hester Hall gave a surprise farewell par-
ty Wednesday night to Mrs. hie Hill, retiring dorm director of the residence halt She
took the job 13 years ago, shortly. after becoming a widow. "At that time, I was afraid to
look back and afraid to look forward. But all of you have made me look up," Mrs. Hill
slid to the large group of girls present at the party.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
Nixon Confesses He Lied To The
Public About Watergate Scandal
WASHINGTON i AP — Richard M.
Nixon confessed that he lied about
Watergate, that he made the wrong
decisions, that he let "the American
people down." But the only man to
resign the presidency grimly vowed
that he would never grovel before his
enemies.
In a dramatic recitation of his
mishandling of the Watergate scandal,
Nixon steadfastly maintained in a 90-
minute televised interview that he was
innocent of crime but guilty of blunders
— "mistakes of the heart, rather than
the head."
"I let down my friends. I let down the
country. I let down our system of
government ...," Nixon said Wed-
nesday as he broke his silence on the
scandal that drove him from office 33
months ago.
"I let the American people down, and
I have to carry that burden withme for
the rest of my life," he said in the first
of four television interviews expected to
earn him as much as $1 million.
Nixon said, "I have impeached
myself.... By resigning. That was a
voluntary impeachment."
Viewers who expected .a frank ad-
mission of guilt from Nixon were
disappointed.
Despite persistent questioning by
British television personality David
Frost, Nixon refused- to admit com-
mitting any offense for which he should
have been impeached or prosecuted.
He admitted it was his fault the
scandal "snowballed," but said:
"People didn't think it was enough to
admit mistakes, fine. If they want me to
get down and grovel on the floor, no.
Never. Because I don't believe I
should."
In a program distilled from three
daks of taping at a private residence
near Nixon's San Clemente estate,
Nixon blamed his own bad judgment for
the fall vf his administration, but
generally held to the same defense of
his actions heard prior to his Aug. 9,
1974, resignation from the White House.
"I brought myself down," said Nixon.
"I gave 'em a sword. And they stuck it
in, and they twisted it with relish. And I
guest If I'd been in their position, I'd a
done the same thing."
And, he said, "while technically I did
not commit a crime, an impeachable
offense ... these are legalisms. As far as
the handling of this matter is con-
cerned, it was so botched up. I made so
many bad judgments. The worst ones,
mistakes of the heart, rather than the
head, as I pointed out. But let me say, a
man in that ... top job — he's got to have
a heart, but his head must always rule
his heart." • •
Nixon admitted, "I said things that
were not true" about the June 17, 1972,
breakin at Democratic National
Committee headquarters and
subsequent cover-up. But he insisted,
Most of them were fundamentally true
on the big issues, but without going as
far as I should have gone and saying
perhaps that I had considered other
things, but had not done them."
He said he "went right to the edge of
the law a reasonable person could
call that a coverup. I didn't think of it as
a cover-up."
Nixon, 64, was frequently combative
and appeared angered by a number of
Frost's questions.
But as the program neared its end,
Nixon grew increasingly contrite, his
voice breaking slightly as he said, "My
political life is over. I will .:. never
again have an opportunity to serve in
an official position."
The reactions from persons who took
part in the investigation of Watergate
or in Nixon's defense were diverse.
James Neal, the chief prosecutor at
the cover-up trial, said while Nixon "at
the end made an appealing and sym-
pathetic statement, I thought he was
weak when he got down to the facts."
Rep. Robert McClory, a Republican
member of the House Judiciary
Committee that voted to recommend
Nikon's impeachment, said, "I think he
made a terrible mistake in subjecting
himself to this kind cf prosecution on
television.
"I thought he came off rather badly.
He seemed harried, very nervous,
seemed cornered many times. He
seemed uneasy. He was entirely on the
defensive."
Former Nixon speech writer Ray
Price, who attended the taping sessions
in Laguna Beach. Calif., last month,
Becky West, left, and Tressa Brewer, representing the
▪ Murray High School Student Council, sell a ticket to Mrs
• Frank Fitch, teacher, right, to the annual pancake break-s
• fast to be held by the Student Council on Saturday, May
7, at the school cafeteria. The cost will be S150 for all
one person can eat and children under six will be ad-
























said, "I think it was a very generous
concession by the President of his own
errors."
Richard G. Kleindienst, a former
attorney general under Nixon, and
former Special Watergate Prosecutor
Henry Ruth both ignored the broadcast
in protest against a former president's
being paid high stakes for recounting
his days in public office.
Nixon will be paid a 1600,000 flat fee
for his participation in the four in-
stallments. The next three programs
cover his administration's foreign
policy, .. domestic affairs and his final
'days in office.
In addition, Nixon will receive a
reported 10 per cent of the profits from
the broadcasts, which earned $125,000
per minute of national advertising time
and will be syndicated overseas.
Producers strung together. a network
. of 155 local television stations that aired
the interview in prime time. It also was
broadcast over the 730 radio affiliates
of the Mutual Broadcasting System.
Frost asked about a tape transcript
showing Nixon ordered his CIA
director, Vernon Walters, to tell FBI
Director L. Patrick Gray to limit the
FEU investigation into the original
burglery.
"That is obstruction of justice,"
Frost said.
"Now just a moment," Nixon said
sharply, recalling a later taped'- con-
versation in which he told Gray to go
ahead with the investigation.
But, asked Frost, even if the CIA
scheme failed, wasn't the attempt
enough to prove obstruction of justice?
No, Nixon replied, "I did not have a
corrupt motive. My motive was pure
political containment."
Nixon also disclosed that in April 1973
when he had to force his two closest
aides H. R. Haldeman and John D.
Ehrlichman to resign, he also con-
sidered quitting.
He said he remained in office to
ensure continuation of improved
relations with China, strategic arms
talks with the Soviet Union and moves
toward better relations between Israel
and the Arab n4tions in the Middle
East.
Local Group To Be At Assembly
Jehovah's Witnesses of
Murray will be among the 21
congregations who will attend
a two-day circuit assembly at
the South Fulton High School,
South Fulton, Tn., May 7 and
a.
The school is located on
South Smith Street and up-
wards of 1500 delegates from
Western Kentucky and
Southern Indiana are ex-
pected to attend.
Robert Rodriquez, presiding
overseer of the local
congregation said, "the theme
of the assembly will be
'Entering A Large Door
Leading To Activity' and will
stress how God's 'word' can
motivate and guide us to
greater activity and how our
heeding that guidance results
A
More Rain Seen For Some Areas,
But Reliefs n Sight For Others
By The Associated Press
The mid-Mississippi River
Valley was eixpected to get
continued rain and thun-
dershowers today but other
areas of the Midwest hard-hit
by the most severe storm of
the season were forecast for
relief.
At least three persons were
killed Wednesday, scores
injured, hundreds homeless,
and property damage was in
the millions of dollars in the
aftermath of twisters that
danced across Kansas and
Missouri. Nearly 40 tornadoes
were reported in the nation,
with Missouri, where the
deaths occurred, recording 14.
Other touchdowns were in
Illinois, Iowa, Kansas,
Nebraska, Florida and South
Dakota.
Torrential rains ac-
companied many of the
storms. Nearly 3.5 inches fell
in about two hours in Kansas
City, Mo., causing local flash
floods. Miami recorded
11.5 inches of rain in 12 hours.
Today's forecast called for
showers and thunderstorms
scattered from southern New
England through the mid-
Atlantic Coast states; into the
Mississippi Valley, and
across the Ohio Valley and
Great Lakes region.
Showers were also predicted
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.4,
up 0.1.
Below dam 306. 4, up 0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.5,
up 0.2.
Below dam 313.3, down 0.6.
Sunset 7:48. Sunrise 5:58.
for the Pacific Northwest into *.
central California and parts of
Texas eastward into the
Southeast coastal states.
Cool temperatures over the
Northwest and into the in-
termountain region were
expected but mild readings
were to prevail elsewhere.
Predawn readings ranged
from 28 degrees at Houlton,
Maine to 77 at Fort Lauder-
dale, Fla.
Vote. . .
Continued From Page 11
My memory was in error.
KRS 100.211 11 says in part
'and it shall take a majority of
the entire legislative body or




recommend the rezoning of
the property in question.
"Article VI 61.3 of our
zoning ordinance contains the
same . language as does the
statute.
"In view of the foregoing, it
is now my opinion that the
ordinance concerning the Jobs
property did pass on its first
reading — not because it
received a majority vote of the
entire council, but because a
vote of the entire council is
required to override the
recommendation of the
planning commission."
Mayor Scott said today that
he expected the zoning
amendment to be considered
on the second reading at the
next meeting of the council,
May 12.
Winchester Printing Services
102 North 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
novo has gift certificetes in stock. These bioN make ifte
perfect gift for at the specie! occasions coming up aeon
r. graduatkin, Mother's Day, Father's Dm, end sreddlegs.
Those gift certMostee are priced at ordy MINI for 50
or MOO per WA SO MERCHANTS COME IN AND PICK
UP YOUR SUPPLY OF GIFT CERTIFICATES TODAY!
4
R4FX RAP "API 140 4tiP NW, W 4
Obi relkir diem Obi Oh' Who rallkti
sift Tertificatt
44'
in happiness now and holds
promise of an enduring future
in God's righteous new or- •
der."
The sessions will begin at
9:50 a. m. Saturday and again
at 9 a. m. Sunday. The regular
meetings at the local
Kingdom Hall will be canceled
so local persons may attend
the assembly, said Rodriquez.
The feature speaker on the
program will be W. J. Benner,
a special representative of the-
Watchtower Bible and Tract
Society of Brooklyn,. New
York. Benner will deliver the
principal address of the
assembly on Sunday at two p.
m. on the subject, "Follow
-The Way To Life."
The public is invited to all
sessions, a spokesman said.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLO WAY COUNTY AND AURORA










you II get o mon who is honest sober ond highly respec-
ted across the county
you get a man who is o native born son of Calloway
County
you II get a 'non pledged to low and order tr., •vory port
of the county
you II get a man who os experienced trt the operation of
the shertfts office
you II gel a mon who Is fully OwOr• Of the r4P1p0,1
Slb:/111•S of the office
you get a man who will be ol youicn“ 24 hours a day.
you II get a 'nor' who will keep hi office open until noon
arch Saturday for your convenience and
you'll get a mart whose lifelong ambition has been to
serve Calloway Countions as their sheriff,
You con hove thts man by electing GERALD CON001.1
Sheriff of Calloway County in the May 24 primary elation
Your vote and influence will be appreciated
ii‘ity.wwwwt Pd he In TheCawik/440
 •
,
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Assx.itior
Vicki Kloke gives older students Talise Harrington, 
lean Cole, Scott Orr and David 
Hopkins instruction in
several study methods.
Reading Clinic Offers Many
Special Services To Region
Story and Photos
BY KAYE PEEBLES,'
The Division of Reading,
Department of Special
Education at Murray State
University, under the
direction of Dr. Yancey
Watkins is concerned with all
aspects of reading instruction.
The devision not only prepares
reading teachers, clinicians
and specialists, but also offers
many special 'services to this
region. Included among these
services are diagnosis of









The diagnosis and tutoring
services available to students
of this region are probably the
main interest of citizens of the
area, possibly, because of the
growing recognition that the
ability to read well constitutes
one of the most valuable skills
a person can acquire.
Traditionally, the Reading
Program has been concerned
with students identified as •
having reading deficiencies,
however the emphasis has
changed to include those
students who are
unquestionably good readers
and who will benefit from a
well planned enrichment
program.
A student who is referred to
the Reading Program is first
diagnosed for specific reading
strengths and weaknesses by
series of tests which include
the administration of an in-
dividual intelligence test,
visual and auditory screening,
and a battery of diagnostic
reading tests. School per-
sonnel and-or parents are
furnished with a written
summary of the testing
diagnosis which contains
suggestions for attacking and
correcting problem areas.
When the diagnosis reveals
specific reading problems, the
clinic for tutoring. A clinician
works with the child, in-
dividually or in small groups,
employing regular teaching
methods but concentrating
more intensely on the skill in
which the child is defficient.
Emphasis is placed, on
allowing the child to work at
his individual rate of speed.
While the causes of reading
disabilities tend to be complex
and may vary, from minor to
severe there is ample
evidence that reading
programs such as Dr. Watkins
directs are effective at any
grade level.
In addition, students who
are idehtified as reading at or
above grade level are enrolled
in an enrichment program.
The student is encouraged and
helped to develop talents more
extensively than is sometimes
possible in regular classroom
settings. Among the purposes
of the clinicians are to relate
reading to exciting
Flash cards are helpful in reviewing beginning sounds, blends, words which sound alike, etc. Gary Brooks
reviews words with Mike Cunningham and Angie Pritchett before reading stores in which the words will ap-
pear.
Facilities for the Reading Program, located on the third floor of the Special Education Building, include
private testing rooms equipped with one-way windows which allow observation of testing situations. Above,
Billy Knight is being tested by Susan Ramp.
discoveries and to develop
more reflective and more
critical readers.
'The -clinicians for the
Reading Program are college
students enrolled in two
sections of reading classes
required for all Education
majors. The classes meet
three days a week and the
students are involved in
working directly with children
twice a week. One section,
. which meets in the morning,
works with childcen at South-
west _ Elementary School
during the regular school day.
The afternoon section works
with children in the Reading
Program facilities in the
Special Education Building
from 3:30 to 4:40 on Mondays
and Wednesdays.
New groups are started
each semester and each
summer term. Students may
be referred by classroom
teachers or parents may
request the service of the
Division of Reading by calling
Dr: Watkins.
One means of motivating studeatS 1c. read more is by keeping a record
of books which they read. Cyndi Wilson designed the chart which Ezra
Schroeder is checking to see the number of books he has read this
semester.
,
A variety of instructional methods are used in the reading program. Pictured is Pa
tty Shelton tape recording
Kristy Mobley as she reads. By listening to the tape, the students become awa
re of both good and poor
reading habits.
•
Reading to younger children raises their natural curiosity enough to create a desire to read books them-
selves. Peggy Powell has the undivided attention of Isaac Schroeder, Kirsty Knight, Dean Shoemaker. Charles
Hampton Kevin Fleming and Meggan Cappock.
The State of Kentucky requires all Elementary and Special Educa
tion Majors to have a two course sequence
in reading instruction for certification. Dr. Watkins is shown conducting one 
of the classes offered by M. S. U.
The class meets immediately prior to the Reading Program.
tr. • -
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it's a fact of life at
Murray Ledger &• Times
Our list of readers just keeps growing. In fact, we have many more
readers and reach more households in Calloway County than the
Courier-Journal and the Paducah Sun-Democrat combined.
And in our life as a daily newspaper, we are continuing to add
more paid subscribers each day. Why are more and more people
subscribing to The Murray Ledger & Times?
Because our growth has been continuous.
If You Want To Stay Informed About All The Happenings In Murray
And The Surrounding Area And At The Same Time Want To Save
Money By Shopping With Our Advertisers, You Need To
Be A Subscriber To The Murray Ledger & Times.
Call Today, 753-1916 To Get A Subscription
On The Way To Your Front Door
We have continually branched out to bring our readers more com-
plete coverage of news and sports.
We are the only "local" newspaper serving the Murray-Calloway
County community and we are dedicated to presenting news about
local happenings and local people.
We are constantly adding to our pages features and new items of
interest to our readers.
We ask our readers what they want to read and see in their daily
newspaper and strive to fulfill their requests.
Our Circulation Is Guaranteed
On A Daily Basis. Do Not Be Misled
By Promises Of Circulation That Cannot
Be Proven. Before You Advertise, Be Sure
Your Message Will Get Into The Reader's Hands.
We Can Show Proof of Circulation Not Claims Of Numbers.
We're always announcing the bargains and savings of local mer-
chants through their advertisements.
In short... were always looking out for our readers to make sure
they are informed and entertained, and to let them know where the
bargains are in our community.
JOIN OUR GROWING FAMILY ...
SUBSCRIBE TODAY
By mail in the Local Area:
One Year  $11.50
Sir months  $14.00
Three Months   $12.00
Or Pay the Carrier on City Routes:
One Month  62.50
'Murray Ledger & Times
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Kentucky Attorney General
Rejects GM Offer On Autos
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The General Motors Co. offer
to give customers a new car or
a long term warranty on their
Oldsmobile with a Chevrolet
engine has been rejected by
the Kentucky attorney
general's office.
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens
said Wednesday the state will
proceed with its suit against
the company.
Stephens met last week with
tw6 GM attorneys to discuss
details of the offer, made to
128,000 customers across the
nation.
He and the attorney
general's consumer protection
staff decided to reject the




t Simian t Likely
4 Antlered 2 Father and
animal mother
Competent 3 City in Ohio
12 Crony 4 Tropical
Icollog I fruit13 Military unit
14 Harvest 
5 Bitter vetch
6 Printer'sI 5 Meetings






8 Skill20 Great Lake 9 Exist
21 Music as 10 Kind of beer
written 11 Lyric poem
22 Communist 16 Pose for
23 Interlace portrait
24 Harvest 18 Sun god
igdOcss
25 At this place 
21 Squanderer
22 Soak
26 Greek letter 23 New
27 Solemn Zealand
wonder
28 River island 
parrot
24 Possess
29 Conjunction 25 Pronoun
30 Transgressors 27 Help
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law is "why we rejected the
offer."
He would not elaborate,
saying that the lawsuit is
pending in Franklin Circuit
Court.
Stephens said the state
would amend its complaint to
include Pontiacs and Buicks,
and any other make of car
with a Chevrolet engine. s
Two members of Stephens'
staff, Asst. Atty. Gens.
Patrick Stallard and Ron
Morgan, will attend a con-
ference Thursday in
Cleveland called by the Ohio
attorney general to discuss
aspects of the case, Stephens
said.
He said there probably
wouldn't be a uniform reac-
tion to the GM offer among the
states, since their consumer
protection laws vary.
Some of the questions raised
in Kentucky were whether the
June 1 deadline for the car
owner to exercise the option
was enough time, and whether
the GM dealer, after the car
was returned, could say there
was too much wear and tear
on it to qualify under the
terms of the agreement,
Stephens said.
He said there is no estimate
on how many of the so-called
"Chevymobiles" were
purchased by Kentuckians.
Fewer than half of all homes
in the United States from 1890
through 1910 were owner-occu-
pied, compared with 63 per
cent in 1970, according to the
U.S. Census Bureau. Farm
home owner-occupancy has
been above averagt ,-9 it
ranged from a low of 53 per






















6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Little Lord Fount-
leroy" The earl is shocked to
learn Cedric may not be his heir.
(Captioned)
700/6:00 GED SERIES "Math
III: Decimals" 
T'7:30/6:30 CROCKE S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim discusses
berry plants. (R. from Sun.)
8:00/7:00 THE PALL1SERS




DRAMA "Playboy of the West-
ern World" by J. M. Synge -
Saga of a young farmer who
finds himself the village hero
after killing his own father.
FRIDAY, MAY 6
Eastern/Central Time








6:305:30 MIAS, YQDA AND
YOU •
7:00/6:00 PEST, PESTICIDES
AND SAFETY A look at the
broad range of pesticides on the
market and their chemical pro-
perties.












"Four Views" Four different




CHILDREN TO READ No. 
5/78:30.30 TEACHING CHILD-
REN TO READ No, 6
9:004:00 HUMAN RELA-



















KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•000 COOPER DRALEXINOTON, KY. 40602
WKAS 25 Pikeville  WKPI 22
.. WKGEL53 . Sceroodh.,.... ...... - • • • WKS° 211 -WCVN 54
VIKZT 23 TRANSLATORS
WKHA 36 Barbourville 
Boston-Butter 
Iii,e






TIONS AND SCHOOL DISCI-
PiollooNE19No:00. 6
CHARACTERIS-
Tics OF LEARNING DISA-
BILITIES No. 5
10:30/9:30 CHARACTERIS-











ATER: ITALIAN FILM FESTI-
VAL "Shoeshine" Vittorio de
Scca brings events in postwar
Italy to life • this story of two
young boys driven to petty
crime and dealings with the
black market. (R. from Tue.)
3:30/2:30 CINEMA SHOW-
CASE4 00/3:00 BLACK PERSPEC-
TIVE ON THE NEWS
430/3:30 COMMENT ON KEN-
TUCKY (R. from Fri.)
5.00/4:00 NOVA "The Red
Planet" traces the development
of man's knowledge about Mars
from the beginning of astrono-
my to the Viking Mission. (Cap-
tioned) (R. from Wed.)
6:00/5:00 THE WAY IT WAS
-1966 Greenbay Packers versus




7:OOOR/Y6:00 STUDIO SEE A look
at some kids who do their own
weekly TV series. (R. from Tue.)
7:30/6:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Little Lord Fount-
ieroy" Cedric's claim to the title





:30 THE BEST OF ERN-
IE KOVACS Ernie Kovacs on
'music, the "gorilla ballet" arid a
performance by the talented
Nairobi Trio.
9:00/8:00 THE BRONX IS
BURNING The story of the
busiest fire department in. the
World witty fireman /Dennis—












'Playboy of the Western World"
A. from Thu.)
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
"Language In Black and White"
5:00/4:00 THE BRONX IS
BURNING "(R. from Sat.)
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-








8:00/7:00 PREYIN AND THE
PITTSBURG
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE. POLDARK In this
first midode, Captain Ross
Poiciark, veteran of the Ameri-
can Revolutionary War, returns
home to Cornwall to find he
bad been presumed deed and his
fiance, now *flossed to his cou-
sin. Robin Ellis stars in this dra-
matization of Winston Graham's
novels.
10:00/9:00 EDIN LINE
"Bloody Week" James arrives
in Paris and is arrested and
accused of beings spy.
MONDAY, MAY 9
gastam/Cenhal Time 
3:30/2:30 p.m. HUMAN RELA-












FAMILIES "The Burk Family
of Georgia" (Last in series,
Decades of Decision begins at
this time next week.)
9:00/6:00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL-IN "Kentucky Oral His-
tory Commission"
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Home Repair"
10:30/9:30 BOOKBEAT "A













7:00/6:00 GED SERIES "Math
IV: Rounding off Numbers"
7:30/6:30 CAPTIONED
FRENCH CHEF 'Tripes A La
Mode"
8:00/7:00 THE AMERICAN
SHORT STORY "The Music
School" by John Updike (Last
in tbis series)
6:00/8:00 THE WORLD .OF
FRANKLIN AND JEFFERSON
Orson Wells and Nina Foch
narrate this program that chroni-
cles the life and times of these
WOO greet men.
9:30/8:30 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: ITALIAN FILM FESTI-
VAL "L'Eclisse" Antonioni's
study of a young woman who
is driven to despair as she leaves
one lover, takes another and




3:30/2:30 p.m. HUMAN RELA-








6:30/5:30 !ALIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
7:00/6:00 THE BEST OF ERN-
IE KOVACS A visit from
Miklos Molnar, the Hungarian
cook; two musical visualizations
in Kovacs' style and a bug's
ths,•••
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY MAGA-
ZINE IA. from . Sun-)
6:00/7:00 NOVA "Tongues of
Men" A two-part look at the
diversity of the world's bow
ages, and the consequences for
mankind of that diversity.
6:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORM-
ANCES: HARD TIMES First
episode of this series of four
shows adapted from Charles
Dickens' classic account of life
amid the industrial revolution





11$ SC 121k 753-463.1




...bet animals semi your
help All Tsar Round,
Won't you help us
relieve the suffering
animals in Murray and
Calloway County?
Jols the Humane Society or Give a 
generous donation
(tax deductible) toward our work.
Just complete this coupon and send it to:
The Ilesesee Society of Calloway Getty
P.O. Is. 1134, University *Mime
Manny, 4.42871
"Give iftle kindness"
I want to Join the Humane Society. A check to cover the dues is enclosed
see dues schedele below).
I am enclosing a check In the moot of help with the work of
the Society in relieving suffering among animals.
Dues Schedule: Family - $15 per year. Individual - $10. Sr. Citizen - n.




Application for Kiwanis Skateboard Contest,








I hereby grant penuissien fee my sou (daughter), named
obese, to participate le the 19T/ Murray kiweeis Club
Skateboard Contest. I isidorstead that the Murray
Maud: Club assumes no respeitsibility for mildest or
injury associated with this widest,
parent or guardian signature
Sate 






























n"Pr good April 25 through June 5, 1977.
Mon. through Fri. affix 4 p.m.
Sat and Sun. after 11 a.m-
"Vribinkalirrisiewariaww.---41, ..4.7444,1071W-A1
•
• •• , • •••
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The best way to fish for 'sutra vacation cebils
Is to drop a line in the Want Ads - a line of
type or two that will dispose of your useful
bvt no-longer-needed •scess items.
It's as easy as hauling in a minnow. After you
have taken inventory of your storage areas,
dial our Classified department and ask for our
friendly Ad-Visor. She will help you with a
selling message that will bring results as
quickly as dangling a fat worm under a bass'
snout.
So cast your money woes aside and reel in
some welcome cash with a sure-fire ad in the
Articles For Sale columns. Buyers go for the



















requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMIDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULL
AND NOTIFY US PROM














Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Needline 753-NEED










South 16th Street. 753-





earth shall pass away,
but my words shall not
pass away." Do YOU
read the Bible? The
Bible is God's words to
man. For further in-
formation consult your
Bible, for assistance call
753-0984. (God does not









One dozen free with






Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
NOTICE-CAR wash.
May 7, from 8 to 4. 4'-2
miles on 641 South. $1.50
inside, $2.50 inside and
out. Sponsored by
Calvary Temple, PYPA.




Friday 8:00 p. m.
Country Music Show















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any, size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 ALIA. Fast service.
ArtcraM, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking





Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
PAINTINGS AND por-
traits done. From old or
recent, color or black
and white photographs.













3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Rex C.
Beach wish to express
our thanks and gratitude
for the many acts of
kindness extended to us
during our sorrow. We
would like to thank the
Max Churchill Funeral





for the music by Mrs.
Clarice Norsworthy and
Mrs. Daytha McAllen
and thoughtfulness of all
the many friends and
neighbors. Mrs. Rex
-Beach and Family.
I WOULD like to THANK
everyone for the kind-
ness shown me in the
recent death of my
husband, GII,LUS
KNIGHT, especially the
food, flowers, cards and
visits. A special thanks
to Rev: R. J. Burpoe and





5 Lost And Found
LARGE MALE Blue Tick
Coonhound - Lost or
stolen from 719 South 4th
Street, April 26. $100
reward for return of
d6g. Contact Glen











Call 753-14 1 2, 9-5,
Monday - Friday.
WANTED: Secretary












turing, Ill Poplar St.
HELP WANTED, May












$3.00 per hour. Travel
paid. Send resume to P.
0. Box 32Q .
- -  - --
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area, This is
your opportunity to
make good money as 'a
sales person. If in-












with other women in
party plan? MERRI-
MAC TOY SHOWS has
openings for Super-
visors in your area. Hire
and train ladies to
demonstrate Top
Quality toys and gift-
ware. No investment, no
delivering or collecting.











money. Take orders for






Murray to serve as
welcoming hostess. You




• merchants. of the, town.
Ideal opportunity for
•person • desiring in-
teresting part-time
employment. Prefer
person - with some
business _background.
Semi-retired persons
are welcome to apply





cook, 82.50 hour plus,
and one experienced
waitress, $1 50 hour plus
good tips ky. Lake
Lodge Restaurant,































car or truck. 60 to 68




Ladies hi( ycle, prefer
bike witYiut speed
gears. Call 753-4770 ask
for Robert
14 Want To Buy
WATERFRONT HOME
or lot 'Pon deep water.





address. Mail to P. 0.
Box 32P.
PLATE GLASS
showcase, any size or
any condition. .Call 753-
1836.
15 Articles For Sale
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders, 6 ft. seep, $14.88.




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
REBUILT LAWN
mowers. $25 and up. K
and H Repair, 94 East.
GRASS HOG cuts grass











stove, lot on Pine Bluff
Shores. Call 753-9086 ask






Triple Line 3 in 1 Work
Stations with Decorator
Mirrors, 2 reclining







supplies. Call. after 5:00
p. m., 1-898-7572.
IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Air Shopping ('enter.
USED AIR CON-
DITIONER. We also buy
used air conditioners.
Dill Electric, 753-9104 or
753-1551.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
SPRING SPECIAL Paint
Sale. Hanna first quality
latex Satin Sheen,
regular $8.25, sale 86-00
per gallon. Hanna semi-
gloss enamel regular,
$10, sale, $8.00 per
gallon. Murray Lumber
Company, 753-3161.
FIVE TIRES, H 78. 27"
TV. Small refrigerator,
20x20. Preferable for
dormitory use. Call 767-
3846 after 11 p. m.
AIR CONDITIONER,
12,000 BTU, been run




fast set. Good condition.
Also 5 h. p. riding mower
and 3 h. p. push mower.
Call 753-9680.










Retail $120. Sell for $75.
Slightly used. Call 753-
6564._
15 Articles For Sale
SALE-ROTO bear grass
trimmer, model 2201.












table and stool. Call 753-
4031 after 5:30.
STACK HOTPOINT
washer and dryer, $100.
Good used 4 horse
garden tiller, $85. Call
753-0297.
LIVING ROOM couch not





chairs and tables, living













door with top freezer.
$85. Call 767-4781.
ELECTRIC STOVE,
Firm $40. Call 753-8159.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES






$45.00. We rebuild your




machine, like new, with








345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin arid





Case. $850. Can be seen
at 1609 Wiswell Road,
753-5480.
1967 MODEL 55 John
Deere combine. Has
both headers. Call 753-
8480 after 6 p. in.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 385 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
18 FT. CONVERTIBLE
cruiser with 125 h.p.
outboard motor. Must
sacrifice moving out of
state. Priced to sell
quickly. Call 753-2957.
HOUSE BOAT Call 753-
8056.
H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
16 FT. DUO tri hull with
heavy duty trailer,
electric wrench, 2
motors, Evinrude 60 h.
p. and 6 h. p. Lots of
extras. Can be-seen at
502 Meadowlane, or call
753-4625.
14' JON BOAT, $35 and
1969 Mustang for $600
Call 753-5677
16' QUACHITA boat. 25 h.
p. Johnson motor, Silver
Troll troller. E-Z Rider




boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig. Call 753-8351.
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. I.onardo
Piano Company. across














with glass doors and




SINGER ZIG ZAG sewing
machine, color . TV.,
black and white TV.,
Toy Poodle, black oc-
casion chair, rabbits.
Call 354-81;19
KING FISHER 16' Tri
Hull. With 33 h. p.
Johnson and trolling
motor. SX 101 Robin
mobile set of bunk beds.




made'any size for an-
tique beds or campers.










Fiberglass hood for 1965
Chevelle. Call 453-2248.
BURLEY PLANT bed for
sale. Call 753-5215.
SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S









take up small 'ninthly
payments on color TV. J
& B Musk, Murray,
Kentucky. Call 753-7575.
SOUND DESIGN console
stereo. BSR turntable, 8
track tape recorder and
pllAyer;- AM-FM radio.
$200. Call 4374843.
FOR SALE - Fanon CB
Radio - 23 Channel.
Signal Kicker antenna
brand new. $60. Call 753-
8769 after 5:00
21.Mobile Home Sales
BRAND NEW 1977 Park
Villa trailer. One month
old, 12 x 50, 2 bedroom,




12 x 50, CARPET, modern
at 169 Riviera C'ts. Call
753-9330 after 2 p. m.





Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
OUTSTANDING
LUXURY HOME
This lently arranged Immo
located aft 1111S. 114k Street kat inesty
impressive features; largo fireplace,
spades talkies, beilt-in ceoberratiee
bookcase, cities cabinet, beiltia nags
refrifereter stud diskereeber. If yea ors
• plait settiosiest yee eft love Ike
front foyer time is perfect for display of
yew plants. The yard is Impourtifelly Iseuiscapoil owl floors is • beret patio for yew, swboyei
eet Ike
specioes meats end closets give Skis Iwo, as wit of &gaits es well es corneopecery living (i
i es to.
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27. Mobile Home Sales
12%60, 2 BEDROOM,
bath, new washer i,nd
dryer, central air unity.
Las furnace, and range.
Will sell or let someone
take over paymehts.
Call 492-8865 after 5 p.
01.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workchop. New 4" deep
wet' Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-247-
5457, Riryear, Tenn
29. Mobile Home Rentals
NICE TWO bedroom
mobile home, small
court, couple or single
only. Call 753-8216 after 5
p. m.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31rar.4 L. 1E11 31E M 3E)
31. Want To Rent
A GARAGE for 16'
sailboat for next school
year. Call 767-2065 or
767-2336.
WANT TO LEASE- 212
to 3 acres, of dark air
cured tobac(o base. Call
753-2540.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-





apartment, to rent for
summer. Available May
15. Air condition, kit-



















33. Rooms For Rent
ROOM FOR RENT A
block from campus.
Refrigerator available.
$30 per month. C411 753-
4182.
36 For Rent Or Lease
Auction
Sat. May 7 10 A.M.
At the late Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Farley home
1000 Olive, Murray, KT.
Will offer the following:, 17 ft. frost-free
Westinghouse refrigerator, Enterprise electric
range, Westinghouse air-conditioner,'and hide-a-
bed couch - all nearly new and used very little.
Matching washer and dryer, newly uphostered
couch, sewing machine, TV, several beds,
dressers, chests, chairs, lamps, luggage,
wheelbarrow, lawn chairs, garden hoses, bird
bath, porch swing, wallplaques, bed linens, end
tables, clock radio, coffee table, baby bed,
library tables, high-back rocker, half bed com-
plete, chifferobes, quilt box, refrigerator,-,old
floor lamp, electric fans and heaters,
miscellaneous pots and pans and dishes. Also
oak dining table and 6 chairs,. china cabinet,
pineapple poster bed and chest, wash kettle, iron
skillets, iron tea kettle, bean pot, flat irons, alad-
din lamp, depression glass, picture frames, Mc-
Coy cookie jar, kerosene lamps, very nice hand-
stitched quilts, feather bed, milk glass hen-on-
nest, unusual jug, especially nice old brass bed
( will make a real beauty), and many grab boxes
and items too numerous to mention. For in-
formation and your auction needs call...
BOB W. (FROSTY) MILLER,
492-8594
Not raspensibie is ma of accidents. fats mod drinks arsilubla.
FOR LEASE - four




ming ton . Lease-
purchase option
available. Call 345-2745.
FOR RENT - Garden
site available in city
limits. Call 753-8742
after 5 p.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.




$200. tall '762-2584 Ex-




Cattle Sale every Wed-
nesday. Will inspect
your cattle on your
farm. Contact Bobby




NIGHER PRICES FOR BITTER
MUT TYPI HOGS.
38. Pets • Supplies
POODLE FOR sale. Call
753-3593.
POODLE PUPS, 10 weeks
old, apricot color. Two
males, 1 female. $35
each. Call 436-2745.
AKC REGISTERED Irish






DUCKS FOR Sale. Large
and small. Also duck
eggs. Call 436-2405.
PEAFOWL FOR sale.















Saturday May 14, 10 a.
m. Mickey Boggess










S2turday, and Sunday 6,
7 and 8. 7 till 7.
41. Public sales
FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale - L4 mile East of
Coldwater on Highway











( off South 16th 7 a. m.
Friday and Saturday.
GARAGE SALE at 809 N.
19th. Thursday, Friday
and Saturday. May 5, 6,






YARD SALE, 1503 Main
Street. Next to I.utheran
Church. Gas dryer, old
door, baby bed, clothing,
miscellaneous items.
Friday 9-5, Saturday 9-
12.
FOUR PARTY Yard
Sale, 7-4. Friday and































Estates on 121 toward
New Concord about 242
iles 4rorit Murray.
Friday and Saturday,
6th and 7th. 7:30 a. m.-7




buffet, gun cabinet, oak
cupboard, mirror wall
set, baby chest. Men,
women and children's
clothes. Yarn, toys, and





plate, like new metal
detector, World Book








Sale, Friday 4 p. m.-?
Saturday, 8 a. m. -?
Highway 121 Southeast
at New Providence
- Road. School desk,
furniture, high chair and
clothing. - -
GARAGE SALE, May 6
and 7.7 a. m.-6 p.m. 1412
Dudley, nice summer





'and Yard Sale. Bargains
galore. One mile off 121
South on Cherry Corner
Road. May 6 and 7.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511661
43 Real Estate
MEW LISTING 4 miles
from Murray. This 2
bedroom home is in good
condition and priced to
sell quick. $13,900.
Contact Kopperud






202 Serail Ith Street
Kees 7534243
RETIRED AND looking
for a place to live? Or
are you looking for
rental property? Look
no further! Consider this
recently painted, two
bedroom, house on
South 10th Street. Priced
for any pocketbook,
under $10,000.00. Call
today for an ap-
pointment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505










Two story duplex in
good condition with 2
bedroom apartment on
each floor. Good in-
vestment property.'
Close to Carter School.







Home has many „out-
standing features, in-













located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent op-
portunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753-




LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice






Saturday May 7, 10:00 a.m. and possibly Wed-
nesday, May 11, at Mlle time, rain or shine.
Location: From Mayfield, Kentucky traral highway
80 east about 1/2 mile pest Brewers, tarn at sign or
fro* 641 north lease at Honk travel west 6 mugs
tarn at sign thence to the Jim Myers how.
Mr. and Mrs. Myers planned some day after
retiring to open a shop on the farm but due to
retiring of an employee, they feel a need to go
back to California so this 30 years of collecting
this fine collection, they are offering the nicest
Provential Merry bedroom set, Queen Ann high
back and 4 velvet high back chairs, claw foot,
small hall tree portable church organ formerly
owned by Barbara Standwick and Robert Taylor
dated 1881 used in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayor
studios, by Tom Mix, Gene Autry, Buck Jones, a
!Merry dining table and 8 fine chairs (original
Leopold furniture from his Fayettville New York
home), inlay walnut mirror from a
Massachussetts mansion, graphophone with
morning glory horn, a harness making machine
works the best, wood cook stove with warming
closet, wall phone, organ stool, cradle, flax spin-
ning wheel, Antonius Stradavarious violin dated
1713, small marble top table with claw feet and
carved elk and 4 dogs on it stereo most complete,
Tiffany and bass bell lamps and many others,
flutting irons, brass, bronze, tin; ivdiy and
pewter pieces, clocks, coin boxes, pig, elephant
and other penny banks, advertising tins, boxes,
jugs, crocks, ox horns 4 to 6 feet tip to tip, rare
lithographs in frames, rare hand blown
decorative flower butter molds, coffee mills,
hand painted water set (S. Bonfitts) Can-
nonsburg Pa., tin and brass hand bells, horse
collar mirror, school desks, hand made wooden
and other farm wagons, 1965 4 door Impala
Chevrolet with 57,000 miles and new tires.
We have trunks and boxes of the finest cut,
clear, depression, colored glass and finest china,
a cranberry brides basket, books, bottles, an-
tique-gun and bayonet, all the best.
Eats and drinks, not responsible for accidents.
Dial SO2 753-3375 for information.
Douglas Shoemaker
TIME TOMOVE WITH KOPPERUD REALTYpA
Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
THEY GO TOGETHER
A fine home and nice neighborhood. When you
step in the front door, you will see that this
home would be easy to live in. Formal dining
room, large den with beautiful pegged oak
floor and fireplace, eleven closets and 242




Love a two story? This charmer is located on
a quiet residential street. 4 bedrooms, lovely
den and a screened porch for summer en-
tertaining. Close to schools.
A BIT OF THE OLD
WEST IN MURRAY
The lovely landscaping on this home looks
like it could be in Arizona. A unique house
with approximately 2300 sq. ft. A master
bedroom 26 x 19, central vacuum system, fen-
ced yard, and all rooms are beautifully
decorated. Priced in the 40's.
COMFORTABLE RANCH-STYLE
LIVING
Save energy and get out of the rut of thinking
formal living room. Look at this house with a
liveable, roomy "great" room for com-
fortable living. A new house located in an ex-
cellent sub-division. This is a 3 bedroom, 2
bath home with thermopane windows, central
electric heat and air, on corner lot.
GOOD TASTE COSTS
NO MORE
Get lots of room for your money by buying a
split-level house. Three bedrooms and study,
fireplace in family room, big eat-in kitchen
and a formal dining room. The pretty yellow
door invites you in. High 40's.
A PLACE TO
SWIM AND PLAY
Swim in your own pool and relax on the
beautiful screened porch. This pretty house
has two bedrooms, two beautiful baths,
fireplace, and lots of storage. All this and
located in Canterbury Estates.
WANT TO LIVE
ON THE LAKE?
Picture a pretty house and a view of Kentucky
Lake for year around living. Call us to see this
house in Panorama Shores. Three bedrooms,
two fireplaces, and a convenient kitchen and 3
car garage. Mid 40's.
MAKE MONEY
AT HOME
Live in this two bedroom house and rent the 3
room apartment upstairs. Located across the
street frorri,the University on a pretty, tree
shaded lot. The price is right at only $31,500.











Yes, if you do it with this charming home. Ap-
proximately 1,365 sq. ft. of charm. Carpeting,
custom-made drapes, solid birch paneling
and birch cabinets. All this for $33,500-00.
ELEGANT LIVING -
Great care was used in the planning of this
large family home to see that nothing was
overlooked. A formal entry with staircase. 5
bedrooms, 3',2 baths. Summer entertaining is
easy with a huge patio, two barbecue grills
and a lovely lot. House is easy to keep clean
with electronic furnace filters and is well in-
sulated - a builder's home. 50's.
We look forward to serving you.
Evenings Call:
Harry Patterson ...... . . 492-8302
George Gallagher  753-8129
Geri Andersen  753-7932
Regena Boggett  753-7533
Bill Kopperud  753-1222
•




































































bath, family room, large
playroom, landscaped,
near schools.. Call 753-
1492..LORE11A .JOBS
REALTORS.
46. Homes For Sale
me
beautiful wooded lot or;
Highway 641 2 1.2 miles
North of Hardin. Two
car garage, city water.
Energy efficient heat
pump and wood burner.
Call 52r7-1087.
BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
:-brick near college. Low
.10s. Two baths, carpet,
'ventral air and heat.
Call 753-7166 after 4 p.
m.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK home with 12
:acres and permanent
pasture and fence. Has a
real nice barn. A good
















.den tnd ,kitchen. Half
:jaasement, utility porch
and garage. Six rental
'rooms upstairs. Provide
It to two-thirds monthly




'and 1 block from
Campus. Low 30's. Call
7534182.
31E111 111114.1111111.1 :11E In 
ZVI
46 Homes for Sale
EXCEPTIONALLY
NICE house for starter
or retirement. Enjoy
country living, 2 miles
from town in this 2
bedroom brick with
large yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
TWO BEDROOM with
wood burning fireplace
in living room. Carpet,
with stove, refrigerator,
new washer and dryer.
Near downtown, Murray
Middle and near clinic.
On shady lot. Call 753-
6614.
BY OWNER. Custom
built, new 4 bedroom




frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on
Irvin Cobb Road. Call
436-5434.
47 Motorcycles
1976 MT 125 HONDA. Still.
in warranty. Must sell.










1974 YAMAHA 360 MX in
good condition. Phone
- 435-4383.
1976 RM 125 SUZUKL
Very good condition.
Call 753-3557 after 5 p.
m.




113 S. 4th 753-2335
rn
co) LOOK AT THESE LOW PRICES
Sears REMARKABLELOW PRICES
WASHER, heavy duty, 24" wd  $179.95
DRYER, kneel and air cycles  $124.95
SEWING MACHINE, zig. zag and dial to sew  . $415.95
VACUUM CLEANER, upright  $36.95
DISHWASHER, portable or under counter . $179.95
RANGE, electric, 30" counter unit  $129.95
MICROWAVE OVEN, 5 cu. ft.  $189.95
AIR CONDITIONER, window type  $134.00
FREEZER, chest or upright 6 cu. ft.  $179.00
REFRIGERATOR, with freezer section  $229.00
STEREO, CONSOLE, with 8 track tape . . .  $189.00
TV COLOR, memory fine tuning  $247.00








for a small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Call 437-








work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween 5 and 7 p. m.
1969 CHEVY. Has new -
motor. Call 753-4716. r-s-
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super. 
Air and power, fled with lic-rAFtriNG TODAY STOP LISTING%-x '
gray interior. Radials, POSTAGE STAMPS UNDER PETTY
Big block engine with CASH."
headers.. Good gas
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p. m. if no an-
swer, call 354-8222.
fr) 19 7 7 UntliKI E•cart Sand,,,.,. )PE
51. Services Offered
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small'.















ficient service. NO job










Call 753-8506 or 753-6038.
MUSTANGS - '65 and
'66. Two convertibles - 1
coupe. All in good to
excellent condition. Call '
753-3909 after 5 p. m.
1175 DELTA 88, Old-
smobile, convertible,
power steering, brakes,
windows, door locks, 60-
40 seats, AM-FM stereo.
Call 753-4320 after 6 p.
m. call 753-0370.
DODGE, FOUR wheel
drive Adventurer Sport -
1974 model. Bronze color





Call 753-2266, after 6 753-
0033.
1967 FALCON, 170 motor,
good-shape. $100. Can be
seen at 5 Points AMCO,
753-9189.
1977 CUTLASS Supreme,
2 door. Call 753-7785.
1973 FOUR WHEEL drive
Cheyenne 10. Power
steering, brakes, and
air. Good condition. Call
after 4 p. m. 489-2200.
TRUCK AND camper for




NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean. Call 753-0698.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 VW - orange, good
tires, good condition.









1976 SILVERA DO -
Chevy, '1 ton. Body
white with red pin
stripes. Tilt wheel, air,
sliding rear window,
chrome pumpers and
chrome Rally wheels-, -
CB radio, dual exhaust.
Extra, Extra nice. good
gas mileage. Call 492-




$600 or best offer. Call
between 4 and 6, 436-
5557.
1974 MUSTANG II Ghia,
V-6, power and air, low





steering, air and radio.
$1995. Call 753-4174.
1972 FORD LTD Country
Squire station wagon, 9
passenger, power




31,000 miles. All power,




after 6. Must sell.
50 Campers
171/2 FT. SELF contained.
Nice and reasonable.
Call 436-2718 after 5 p.m.
Mirrors and magazine racks
Open witove baskets
Trays and trunks





All shapes and sizes baskets
Yes, we have houseplants too!









round and save on your
high heating and cooling
costs.
FREE ESTIMATES






Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
Noes wood and oporwtocl over 20 years. Do not sign any controct
lob is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914








Sleeps six. Call 753-4904




753-8994 before 5 p. m or
after' 10:30 p. m.
1971 STARCRAFT pop up
camper. Like new.
Sleeps 6. Price $1250
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-2858.
1971 LARK TRAVEL
trailer. Like new inside.
Electric, gas
refrigerator, 3 burner
range and oven. TV
antenna, Porta Pattie,
- other extras.- Call 753-
7292
TOPPER FOR '2 ton
pickup truck, long bed
Metal with paneled
inside. Rollout windows
with screens. Call 753-
4011. .
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. Authorited Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.










SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for











plate and IA inflow glass.
M and G Complete
Glass, 753-4-/1it,
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call I wig Taylor
at, 753-231 11 for free
.estimates
EXPERIF,Nr
MOTHER ,A babysit in
my honie,, J.: 10 a 'day,
$5.00 for 2 16 or night.
Call Betty Imniels, 753-




WILL DO BA Iit'SMING
in my hor: Call 753-
7784, ask fr Jenny.
PAINTING INTERIOR
and exterior, by thc hour
or job. For fr, t• estimate,
call 753-8343 ,,r 753-24a7.
DRIVEWANs 'white














No saw yoursolf" soothed
duos terns as . .
EASILY-
38 pound patit0c power,
house does aH the work
EFFECTIVELY-
Oeins •tnses and vacuums
, out deep down 5r1 awe
prune m a smcei Sweep
ECONOMICALLY^
Cr4eaos the way -
prolessionalS c10-at
a I)act)on at the Cost
(nu SAVE UP TO
VS 00 PER ROOM)




L & M Blacktopping, seal
coating .and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
NEED TREES cut, or







Call 753-5027 of 753-9618.
GET YOUR HOME

















Painting • Interior and Ex-
terior. Repair foundations.
Miscellaneous construction





work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for children 3
years and up. Coll 753-
2328.
WILL MOW yards. Call
• 753400 '
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
Scents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 19' x
10' room would only be






windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
K AND H REPAIR - 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
Lawn mower and small
engine. 1 day service.
WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting during the
day, Monday through









FOR A, FR,EE estimate
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4441. or
753-9490.
WILL HAUL LIME or





Saturday, May 7th, 10 a. m. rain or shine. At the late
Louis Nanny home, it mile West of Murray, Ky.
Leave Highway 121 on Roy Graham Road. Will sell:
Furniture, appliances, glass, china and some an-
tiques, modern bedroom suite, living room and
dining room furniture, recliner, odd chairs, two 62
beds complete, cheit of drawers, lamps, small ap-
pliances, electric stove and refrigerator, antique
bed, dresser, chifferorbe, tables, trunks, rockers,
books, small items, folding chairs, lawn chairs and
glider, glass and china, linens, and quilts, nice gar-
den tiller, horse drawn tools and gear, hand tools
and lots more. For information call
Chester and Miller Auction Service





$42.5.00 up, floersil, ready tout.. Also prowl, yew bead, as
low as S300.00. x up to 24 60 rtondord, bet will acetyl
any sizo needed. ley this hostler less







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage in
country. At the lowest
prices. Call 753-9685.





of any kind. Phone 753-
9753.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call






TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and







Service. Call 489-2414 or
901-642-0712.
WILL PLOW, disc,
bushhog or mow gar-
dens, lots or lawns. Call
Jess Young after 7 p. m.,
753-0804.
FOR BEST prices on new
and old painting. Call
753-5252, 753-0736 or 435-
4194.
54 Free Column
FOUR MONTH old part
Border Collie puppy.
Call 753-6446.
FREE - TWELVE week
old male beagle puppy.
Black and white. Has





FREE - THREE gray
kittens. Eight weeks old.
They are cute and will
make lovable pets. Call







Dark Moo witli whits tep and isnorior, ows-ownin fell power, tilt
neer* wheel, tripes* control. AM-WA noros,-cniors sicreor boon
rood. Novo to tests approciato.
Carroll
Audi
1100 Moonset, Murray [ALEX
Ideal Retirement Home
Ever think of being a gentleman farmer? Buy
this new listing and your dreams will come true.
Home and 40 acres with lovely landscaped
surroundings and 5 ponds in wooded setting.
Several outbuildings, fenced area for horses,
pine forest with walking and riding trails mean-
dering to a beautiful 1 acre lake surrounded by
wooded hillsides. You'll not see another picture







Position open in the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center. Duties will include
providing general outpatient and aftercare ser-
vices. Require'rnehts include master's degree or
bachelor's degree in psychiatric nursing. Ex-
perience in Cpmmunity Mental Health
preferred. Kentucky licensure required. Contact
Mr. Don Brock, Center Supervisor, Murray-
Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center,
702 West Main Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
phone 753-6622 or contact Mrs. Donna Keyes
Western Kentucky Comrnunity Mental Health
Centers, P. 0. Box 1502, 1530 Lone Oak Road,









Hutt I :Mu ,,;Pr Road
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Xerox Has Cut The Price Again On Their Old 3100.
They'll Try Anything
To Take Your
Mind Off The New
Savin 770 Copier.
The new Savin 770 plain paper copier has become the success story of the industry. And, as you
might expect, most of the people who have purchased our copier have done so at the expense of
Xerox. In fact,  one out of every two copiers we  place, replaces a Xerox. In an attempt to stem the
tide, Xerox has lowered the price on their old 3100's, and is offering you a chance to buy them.
It's too little, too late.
Why Pay More For Fewer Features?
Even with their price cut, the old Xerox 3100 still costs more to buy than the new Savin 77
0 A.‘d
look at all the features youfget with our machine, compared to what you have to settle for 
in
the 3100.





























8x 10-8 x 14
Not Recommended By Xerox
A Dedicated Power Line
The only thing the Xerox 3100 has in common with the Savin 770 is that it too makes 20 copies per
minute. In every other feature you'd expect in a modern copier, the old 3100 is old hat.
Why Buy Yesterday's Technology?
i --
Copiers have come a long way since Xerox introduced their 3100. By comparison, the new Savin
770 represents a whole new generation of plain paper copier. To begin with, our machine has a
mind. An electronic brain scans each document first, then automatically makes whatever
adjustments it thinks necessary for the copier to give clean, clear, needle sharp copies every time,
regardless of the original. Even the most difficult copy to make, colored ink on colored paper
reproduces perfectly. That's Savin's idea of copy consistency! The Xerox 3100. on the other hand,
' freats everything the same, regardless of the original. That's Xerox's idea of copy consistency
The Savin 770 story is more than just a pretty picture. Unlike a lot of the copiers on the market
today, the Savin 770 plain paper copier gives more service than it gets. That's because Savin has
designed the 770 to keep on working. One reason our machine is so reliable is its simple paper
path. Paper travels from storage cassette to reproduction through the shortest possible distance.
Copies travel a total of only twelve inches. Since less distance travelled means less chance for






Why Pay More To Own And Operate An "Outdated" Copier?
Not only do you get less with the Xerox 3100, but if you do buy it, you end up paying more. When
comparing the maintenance agreements of the two companies, including drums (with an





Maintenance Cost Per Month
Xerox 3100
Maintenance Cost Per Month
Savin 770 % Saved With Savin
3,000 $ 55.00 Per Mo. $ 26.55 Per Mo. 52%
6,000 72.50 Per Mo. 53.10 Per Mo.
10,000 104.00 Per Mo. 63.50 Per Mo. 39%
15,000 139.00 Per Mo. 95.25 Per Mo. 32%
20,000 174.00 Per Mo. 127.00 Per Mo. 27%
See. The new Savin 770 plain paper copier is more copier for less money. The fact that Xerox has
cut the price again on their old 3100 hasn't made it a more attractive copier —it's still an
unattractive alternative. Maybe they should just give it away.
•
4 4
Pool Office Equipment & Supplies
Phone 753-1763 115 S. 4th St. Murray, Ky. 42071







Sevin Sevin logotype end Seam 770 ere registered trademarks of Sevin Business Machines Corporation
M Xerox end Xerox 3100.t. registered, trademarks of Xerox Corporation
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